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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS 
SUPERIOR CARE PHARMACY, 
Plaintiff/Appellant, 
vs. 
CLEARFIELD NURSING & 
CONVALESCENT dba ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN CARE-CLEARFIELD; 
et. al., 
Defendant/Appellee. 
PETITION FOR REHEARING 
Priority No. 5 
CIVIL NO. 960133-CA 
COMES NOW, Plaintiff/Appellant, by and through counsel, B. Ray 
Zoll, and hereby files this Petition for Rehearing pursuant to Rule 
35 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure. This Petition is 
presented in good faith and not for the purposes of delay. 
The basis for this Petition for Rehearing is that the Court of 
Appeals never allowed for a proper hearing nor a complete briefing 
on plaintiff's appeal nor did it address the incorrect legal 
application of Rule 11 by the trial court causing a tremendous 
injustice and bad precedent to occur. Furthermore, this Court's 
Memorandum Decision that affirmed the trial court's decision is 
inconsistent with its prior rulings. In at least one prior ruling 
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(see attached Order of Reversal as Exhibit "A"), this very same 
court overturned a trial court's imposition of sanctions and 
remanded for an appropriate evidentiary hearing. 
INTRODUCTION 
On December 8, 1995, Judge Frederick entered an Order that 
dismissed with prejudice all causes of action that were made by 
plaintiff in a Complaint filed on September 19, 1995. 
Additionally, Judge Frederick ordered that sanctions against 
attorney B. Ray Zoll in the amount of $21,573.75 for simple motion 
to dismiss were appropriate pursuant to Rule 11 of the Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure without the benefit of an evidentiary hearing on 
the reasonable inquiry by attorney Zoll. 
The basis for this appeal, and now petition for rehearing, is 
that Rule 11 sanctions were incorrectly awarded by Judge Frederick. 
Judge Frederick concluded that Rule 11 was violated because the 
complaint was "not well-grounded in fact or warranted by existing 
law." However, that conclusion, whether correct or not, does not 
constitute a violation of Rule 11. Rule 11 is violated by an 
attorney only if said attorney fails to make a "reasonable inquiry" 
into whether the complaint is well-grounded in fact or warranted by 
existing law. Judge Frederick heard no evidence and made no 
finding as to whether attorney Zoll made a "reasonable inquiry" 
even though there is ample evidence to show that reasonable inquiry 
was made and that the complaint was intended to allege valid causes 
of action. Without such a hearing and a finding to determine 
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whether a "reasonable inquiry" was made, Judge Frederick in effect 
held attorney Zoll strictly liable for the contents of the 
complaint that was made in good faith and on behalf of a client who 
has suffered extensive damages. The Court of Appeals should give 
plaintiff an evidentiary hearing and the opportunity to show that 
reasonable inquiry was made and that rule 11 was not violated. In 
the sixteen years that he has practiced law attorney Zoll has had 
only one other rule 11 matter resulting in sanctions that were 
eventually reversed on appeal (see Exhibit "A"). 
ARGUMENT 
I, The Court of Appeals should not show any deference 
to the trial court in reviewing a Rule 11 violation. 
In reviewing a trial court's ruling that a Rule 11 violation 
has occurred, the Court of Appeals should not show any deference to 
the trial court's rulings and should review its decision under a 
correctness of error standard with a completely new review of the 
record. In its Memorandum Decision, this Court indicated that 
"[w]e grant a measure of discretion to the trial court's 
application of the legal principle to the facts." 
This standard of review is not the correct standard for a Rule 
11 violation but rather this Court should show no deference to the 
trial court in its application of law to fact and should 
independently review the record and determine if attorney Zoll 
violated rule 11. In Barnard v. Sutliff, in reversing an award of 
sanctions by a trial court, the Utah Supreme Court ruled that it 
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"is the role of the appellate court in defining what constitutes a 
violation of the legal standards set by rule 11." Barnard v. 
Sutliff, 846 P.2d 1229, 1235 (Utah 1992). Additionally, the 
Barnard Court ruled that the legal conclusion that a violation of 
rule 11 has occurred is reviewed by the court of appeals for 
correctness and shows no deference to the trial court. Id. at 1235 
(emphasis added). Furthermore# in Jeschke v. Willis, the Court of 
Appeals asserted that " [wjhether a violation of rule 11 has 
occurred is a question of law." Jeschke v. Willis. 811 P.2d 202, 
204 (Utah App. 1991) (citing Taylor v. Estate of Taylor. 770 P.2d 
163, 171 (Utah Ct. App. 1988). "Therefore we review it for 
correctness without any special deference to the trial court.- Id. 
at 204 (emphasis added) (citing Smith v. Smith. 793 P.2d 407, 409 
(Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
As Utah law clearly requires, this Court should review the 
lower court's decision without any deference whatsoever to Judge 
Frederick. The Court of Appeals has a responsibility to provide 
appellant with a hearing and review of the record in order for it 
to determine on its own whether Rule 11 has been violated and that 
sanctions were appropriately ordered. Upon such a review, this 
Court will see that no evidentiary hearing was conducted or 
findings made with respect to the reasonable inquiry made by 
attorney Zoll in preparing the complaint. As articulated more 
fully below, it is clear that Rule 11 was not correctly applied by 
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the trial court and that the unreasonable sanction award was 
incorrectly and unjustly awarded. 
The facts will show that attorney Zoll has done nothing but 
attempt to represent his client, Superior Care Pharmacy, and 
collect nearly $300,000 that is rightfully owed to it by 
defendants. Defendants have never denied that they owe this money 
to plaintiff and have never really challenged the merits of 
plaintiff's claim. This case has not had the opportunity to be 
adjudicated by any court on the merits because both sides have been 
engulfed with Rule 11 accusations and attacks between counsel. 
What has been lost in the trial court's findings and this Court's 
review is that plaintiff has valid causes of action and that the 
Frederick complaint was made in the highest good faith and not for 
purposes of harassment and appellant has not had the chance to 
brief and provide the transcript to prove it. This Court should 
carefully review the record and realize the grave injustice that 
has occurred as a result of Judge Frederick's arbitrary, capricious 
and inaccurate ruling. 
II. The Court of Appeals incorrectly affirmed 
the trial court's imposition of Rule 11 sanctions. 
The Court of Appeals incorrectly interpreted the governing 
case law on Rule 11 in its Memorandum Decision of April 25, 1996 
and did not overturn an incorrect trial court ruling. In its 
Memorandum Decision, the Court of Appeals quotes the trial court's 
order as the basis for its decision and the correct interpretation 
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of the law, 
"[t]he trial court's order stated, the complaint was not well-
grounded in fact or based on a good faith argument for the 
extension, modification or reversal of existing law and 
brought for the improper purpose of harassment. The court 
adopted the reasoning in Schoney v. Memorial Estates, Inc., 
863 P.2d 59, 61 (Utah App. 1993), that sanctions are 
appropriate under Rule 11 against an attorney who refiled an 
action that had been finally and fully adjudicated." 
This is not the correct rule of law and is not the governing 
standard for purposes of imposing Rule 11 sanctions. Rule 11 of 
the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure states in relevant part, 
"The signature of an attorney or party constitutes a 
certification by him that he has read the pleading, motion, or 
other paper; that to the best of his knowledge, information, 
and belief formed after reasonable inquiry it is well grounded 
in fact and is warranted by existing law or a good faith 
argument for the reversal of existing law, and that it is not 
interposed for any improper purpose, such as to harass or to 
cause unnecessary delay or needless increase in the cost of 
litigation." 
The standards of Rule 11 do not require that an attorney be 
correct that the pleading is well grounded in fact and is warranted 
by existing law. Rule 11 only requires that the attorney make 
reasonable inquiry as to whether the complaint is well grounded in 
fact and law, not guarantee that it is. 
This notion is strongly supported in Barnard v. Utah State 
Bar. In Barnard, the Utah Supreme Court in reversing the lower 
court's imposition of sanctions under a correction of error 
standard, noted that Plaintiff "need not have reached the correct 
conclusion; he need only have made a reasonable inquiry." 857 P.2d 
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917, 920 (Utah 1993) (emphasis added). 
Even in the governing case law cited by this Court in its 
Memorandum Decision there was a hearing and finding as to 
reasonable inquiry. In Giffen v. R.W.L. . 286 Utah Adv. Rep. 29 
(Utah App. 1996), even though the rule 11 sanctions were ultimately 
upheld, they were upheld because the trial court made findings as 
to reasonable inquiry. Specifically, this Court affirmed the lower 
court because it properly applied rule 11 and "found Mr. Giffen 
deficient in failing to make reasonable inquiry into existing law 
. . . . " Giffen v. R.W.L. . 286 Utah Adv. Rep. 29, 30 (Utah App. 
1996) (emphasis added). 
As in Barnard, it is not relevant whether attorney Zoll 
reached the correct conclusions in preparing the complaint, only 
whether he made a reasonable inquiry to determine whether the 
claims are well grounded in fact and warranted by existing law. 
However, the trial court ignored this requirement and did not 
review a shred of evidence to determine whether Mr. Zoll made 
reasonable inquiry. On the contrary, the trial court arbitrarily 
awarded sanctions without giving Mr. Zoll the opportunity to 
present evidence in a hearing to show that he made reasonable 
inquiry. Attorney Zoll is fully prepared to show that while the 
complaint was poorly drafted he did make reasonable inquiry and 
that he attempted to allege valid causes of action. In this 
situation the trial court should have allowed the plaintiff the 
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opportunity to amend the complaint and make more clear the valid 
claims that plaintiff has against the defendants, 
A, Schoney was incorrectly applied by the 
trial court and the Court of Appeals, 
Perhaps the reason for Judge Frederick's and this Court's 
misapplication of Rule 11 is that there is a misconception that 
Schoney v. Memorial Estates, 863 P.2d 59 (Utah App. 1993), requires 
that Rule 11 be imposed when a cause of action is barred by the 
doctrine of collateral estoppel. Schoney makes no such statement. 
Furthermore, and most importantly, Rule 11 still requires a hearing 
and finding to determine whether "reasonable inquiry" was made even 
when a complaint is dismissed by collateral estoppel. 
In Schoney v. Memorial Estates, plaintiff Schoney attempted to 
relitigate a previously adjudicated case by converting it to a 
class action.1 The prior case was properly adjudicated on its 
merits by means of a default judgment (which was affirmed on 
appeal). The trial court determined that by converting the case to 
a class action, Plaintiff was effectively attempting to relitigate 
the merits of the case that had been previously dismissed. As a 
result, the trial court dismissed the motion on the basis of res 
judicata and imposed sanctions pursuant to Rule 11. The Court of 
1
 Plaintiff did this by filing a Motion to Appoint Class 
Representative by Intervention of Absent Class Members or in the 
Alternative, to Allow Plaintiff Erma Schoney to Continue to 
Represent the Interests of the Class. Schoney v. Memorial Estates, 
863 P.2d 59, footnote one. 
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Appeals affirmed the trial court's decision to dismiss the motion 
and impose the sanctions because "Schoney had her day in court 
before the trial court and the court of appeals, and the supreme 
court denied review." Schoney v. Memorial Estates, 863 P.2d 59, 62 
(Utah App. 1993). 
While Schoney seems persuasive and applicable at first glance 
it in fact involves very different circumstances than the case at 
bar. In Schoney, plaintiff clearly was attempting in bad faith to 
relitigate her claims that had been previously adjudicated in an 
attempt to get a favorable decision. Plaintiff Superior Care has 
never attempted to "relitigate" any claim. In the hearing of 
November 27, 1995 before Judge Frederick, attorney Zoll indicated 
that he agreed completely with Judge Stirba's earlier decision to 
dismiss the claims made under the 1990 Contracts in the Stirba 
amended complaint because plaintiff Superior Care was not a party 
to them. With respect to Judge Stirba's Order attorney Zoll said, 
"[i]t goes on to say, 'Rather the 1990 agreements were between 
Health Care Network and RMHCS. ' That' s true. We have no 
objection. That's why we didn't appeal anything on this, and 
the Court determined that the '90 agreements expressly 
provided that an assignment would not be effective unless 
written consent was obtained. It says that in there, too. 
That's accurate, and so we realized, we take the position that 
the 1990 agreements, that's not what we're suing on anyway, 
and so the 1990 agreements, as far as we're concerned, Judge 
Stirba's correct. They were not assigned." 
(see page 27 of transcript of hearing attached as Exhibit 
"B") . 
In the Frederick complaint, plaintiff Superior Care only attempted 
to allege causes of action based on the Oral Contracts and on the 
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1992 Contracts. The complaint was not an attempt to relitigate any 
previously adjudicated claims. Attorney Zoll agrees that the 
complaint was not well drafted and did not accurately reflect the 
true claims that he was attempting to assert. However, there was 
absolutely no attempt by plaintiff or attorney Zoll to relitigate 
any previously dismissed case. 
Furthermore, even the dismissal by Judge Frederick of the 
claims made in the complaint based on the doctrine of collateral 
estoppel does not by itself warrant the conclusion that Rule 11 has 
been violated and that $21,573.75 in sanctions is appropriate. 
Schoney did not amend Rule 11 to include an exception that says if 
an attorney files a complaint that later is deemed barred by the 
doctrine of collateral estoppel then rule 11 sanctions are 
required. it is not a per se violation of Rule 11 to file a 
complaint that is barred by the doctrine of collateral estoppel. 
Rule 11 clearly requires a showing that counsel did not make 
reasonable inquiry into whether the complaint was well grounded in 
fact or warranted by existing law. Judge Frederick made no such 
finding. 
B. Plaintiff's claims were made in good faith 
and not for the improper purpose of harassment. 
It also seems that the decisions of both the trial court and 
the Court of Appeals were tainted with the notion that the 
complaint was "brought for the improper purpose of harassment" as 
indicated both in the trial court's Order and the Court of Appeals' 
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Memorandum Decision. This is completely untrue. Plaintiff's 
complaint was filed in good faith and not for the purpose of 
harassing the defendants. The complaint was brought for the 
express purpose of collecting money owed by defendants to 
plaintiff, Superior Care Pharmacy, for services rendered. It would 
be completely irrational to waste plaintiff's valuable time and 
resources harassing defendants on claims that are not valid and 
have been dismissed when these valuable resources could be spent on 
pursuing valid claims. The problem throughout this entire case has 
been how to appropriately and accurately plead the claims in 
relation to the 1990 Contracts and their successor contracts which 
are all in different names and different owners. 
To understand this difficulty it is helpful to understand 
Medicare's role in the relationship between plaintiff and the 
individual defendants. As healthcare facilities, the defendants 
provide healthcare services to patients and, as approved Medicare 
facilities, are paid by Medicare. In order to be an approved 
Medicare facility, each facility must either provide a full range 
of medical goods and services itself or have contracts with other 
outside providers who can provide the goods and services that it 
does not. Plaintiff Superior Care is an outside provider of goods 
and services ranging from pharmaceuticals, enteral therapy, and IV 
therapy services to Medicare approved facilities including each of 
the named defendants. Basically, in order to get paid by Medicare 
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each defendant is required to have these contracts in place, which 
they have always done. 
In June of 1990, Plaintiff Superior Care purchased the assets 
of Healthcare Network, which included a pharmacy. Prior to this 
acquisition, on January 1, 1990, Healthcare Network entered into a 
series of written contracts (referred to as the "1990 Contracts") 
individually with the three named defendants.2 Pursuant to these 
1990 Contracts, Healthcare Network agreed to provide various goods 
and services including pharmaceuticals, I.V. therapy and enteral 
therapy to the defendants. 
Since defendants were required by Medicare to maintain these 
contracts, defendants verbally agreed with plaintiff Superior Care 
to keep them in place (even though they did not assign the written 
contracts). These verbal agreements have been referred to as the 
"Oral Contracts" throughout the pleadings. Pursuant to these Oral 
Contracts, Superior Care agreed to continue providing the same 
goods and services to the defendant facilities as its predecessor 
Healthcare Network had done. Only later did plaintiff Superior 
Care execute certain written contracts with the defendants3 
2
 In these contracts the defendants were known as: Rocky 
Mountain Health Care Services, Inc. dba Clearfield Convalescent, 
Rocky Mountain Health Care Services, Inc. dba Bountiful 
Convalescent, and Rocky Mountain Health Care Services, Inc. dba 
Valley View. 
3
 By this time, on the contracts the defendants are known as 
Valley View Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, Clearfield Nursing & 
Rehabilitation and Bountiful Nursing & Rehabilitation. 
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to be litigated. There has been no bad faith or harassment on the 
part of plaintiff in filing any claim - only poor drafting. In 
fact, in light of the dismissal of the 1990 Contracts, plaintiff 
has filed a new complaint (see attached as Exhibit "C") which much 
more carefully outlines the cause of action pursuant to the Oral 
Contracts and the 1992 Contracts. While the 1990 contracts were 
not attached as exhibits in this new complaint, it should be 
evident how convenient it would be to attach them in order to 
explain the terms of the Oral Contracts. 
CONCLUSION 
The basis for this appeal and petition for rehearing is that 
Rule 11 was incorrectly applied by the trial court because there 
was no hearing or findings that counsel failed to make a reasonable 
inquiry into whether the complaint was well grounded in fact or 
warranted by existing law. As a result of the trial court's error, 
this Court of Appeals should review the record and order that 
plaintiff is entitled to an evidentiary hearing on whether attorney 
Zoll made a reasonable inquiry before the complaint was filed and 
whether rule 11 sanctions should be imposed and if so, what would 
be reasonable fees for a simple motion to dismiss. 
^ I. . ^n 
DATED t h i s I day" of May7^1996< A ^ 
B. RAY zotnr^ ~7 \ 
Attorney for P l a i n t i f fy^Appellant 
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 P R O C E E D I N G S 
2 THE COURT: The first matter on the calendar is 
3 Superior Care versus Clearfield Nursing, et cetera. 
4
 This is case number C-95-6714. 
5 Counsel, state your appearances for the record, 
6 please. 
7 MR. ZOLL: Ray Zoll representing the plaintiff, 
8 your Honor, in opposition to the motion to dismiss. 
9 MR. WALKER: Jeff Walker and Jim Morgan representing 
10 defendants and movants. 
11 THE COURT: Very well. This is the defendant's 
12 motion to dismiss and for sanctions. Mr. Walker, you may 
13 proceed. Let me state for the record I've reviewed the 
14 rather extensive pleadings both in support of and in 
15 opposition to this motion, so let's not unnecessarily replow 
16 the same ground. 
17 MR. WALKER: Thank you, your Honor. 
18
 If it please the Court, my name is Jeff Walker 
19 representing the defendants and the movants in both the 
20 motion to dismiss and the motion for sanctions. 
21 The motion to dismiss, your Honor, as you know is 
22 based on the doctrine of res judicata, in particular, the 
23 branch of that doctrine known as collateral estoppel or 
24 J issue preclusion. It is our position that this case, the 
issues arising out of this case have been fully litigated in 25 
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1
 Judge Stirba!s court earlier this year, and that as a result, 
2
 under the doctrine of collateral estoppel, the plaintiff is 
3
 precluded from bringing this action to attempt to relitigate 
4
 it here in front of this Court. 
5
 I believe it might be appropriate to give a very 
6
 brief overview of what happened in the prior court so that 
7
 I we all understand what was decided and what was raised. 
I've prepared a brief chronology of events to assist us 
9
 this morning so we might do that more quickly, if I can 
10
 approach the bench. Mr. Zoll brought this in his action 
11 for and on behalf of Superior Care Pharmacy initially in 
12 September of 1994 alleging the same four causes of action 
13 which underpins che current action. There was a problem 
14
 with the service of process, of improperly serving this 
15 initial Complaint. It took a while for him to get things 
16 straightened apparently. 
1"7 | In the end, we found out he had listed the agent 
as Lee Benson rather than Lee Bangerter, so when he went 
to serve it, we would say, "Well, Mr. Benson doesn't 
20
 j work here." Eventually, though, I accepted service of 
21 J process on that Complaint, and in — on the 28th of October, 
22
 ' shortly " thereafter, I filed the initial motion to dismiss 
23 I on the basis that there were no contracts that Rocky Mountain) 
24
 I Care had with Superior. 
At the time, that Complaint — he attached no 
18 
19 
25 
1 icontracts to the Complaint and we werenft sure exactly 
2 I which contracts he was ever dealing with at that time, but 
3 we knew already that we had no contracts with him, so it 
4
 didnft matter what he attached. 
5 | We had discussions, and Mr. Zollfs opposition 
6 almost in full deals with that period of time when Mr. Zoll 
7 I and I discussed how he was going to name people that 
8 actually had contract privity with Superior, and I suggested 
9 J to him, and it's attached as an exhibit to Mr. Zollfs 
10 opposition, that probably what he needed to do was, rather 
11 than have me guess, that he needed to just give the contracts 
12 I from his client that he claimed were breached and look at 
13 who they were with. 
14 The health care industry, we organize ourselves 
15 I somewhat carefully. We provide health care services, Rocky 
16 Mountain does, to various facilities, and each of those 
17 I facilities are set up independently, virtually the same as 
18
 IHC, Beverly, Manor Care — I mean, it's a common organi-
19 zational structure so that if one facility has financial 
20 problems, it does not tear down the rest of the facilities 
21 i that are providing health care services to patients. 
22 We agreed that he would take those steps and 
23 identify the proper parties, and if I agreed, that he would 
24 stipulate to stay all this discovery that he had propounded 
25 j against people that had no contract privity with his client. 
1 I We never reached an agreement on that, and as a result, I 
2 just noticed up the motion to dismiss for it to be 
3 determined. 
4 At that time Judge Stirba granted it, dismissing 
5 the initial Complaint with prejudice. He objected to 
6 that. This period of time really deals with that. We then 
7 had a telephone conference on it with Judge Stirba and 
8 she amended the — dismissing the Complaint to dismissing 
9 it without prejudice, striking all the discovery and giving 
10 him ten days to file an Amended Complaint. 
11 He did file an Amended Complaint and filed that 
12 on March 10th, alleging the same four causes of action, 
13 this time against Rocky Mountain Health Care Services. He 
14 attached to the Complaint some of the contracts he claimed 
15 were breached, and some in fact were with Rocky Mountain 
16 Health Care Services. 
17 However, we filed at that time a second motion to 
18 dismiss based in part, and while we 1re before this Court 
19 today, on the premise that while there were contracts that 
20 he had attached that did have Rocky Mountain Health Care 
21 Services as a party, Superior wasn ft a party to those 
22 contracts and those are contracts with others; we filed a 
23 motion to dismiss on that basis. 
24 He filed an opposition to it. Fie was actually 
25 I briefed in a reply memorandum. It was submitted to be 
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decided. Mr. Zoll requested that he be allowed to have 
oral argument on it, which the Court granted. His 
request — and that was scheduled on May 22nd, the morning 
of that day, and there's been some time spent on it, and 
I think it's a proverbial red herring to spend a lot of 
time on it, but Mr. Zoll did not appear at that hearing 
based on other commitments that he had, saying it was a 
motion, a request for a hearing that he had made. It was 
up to Judge Stirba to determine whether his reasons for 
not attending the hearing were sufficient. They were 
expressly discussed. 
At that point in time it was determined that the 
motion to dismiss had been effectively converted to one for 
summary judgment under Rule 12, and based on Mr. Zoll's 
submission of evidence outside the pleadings and the — 
Judge Stirba granted in full summary judgment over each 
of the causes of action. 
I prepared the order reflecting the judge's 
decision, submitted it to Mr. Zoll for his approval. He 
filed objections to it, in sole part, to argue that his 
absence was excusable. He never argued the content of 
whether it could be converted to summary judgment or if 
summary judgment had been properly granted, but merely, 
he wanted to change the language that he used about why 
he didn't attend. 
I filed objections based on some of the statements 
he made. In that objection Judge Stirba considered it and 
entered a minute entry finding that all the objections he 
had raised were denied based on the position that we 
forwarded and then signed the order as we had prepared. 
That happened in June of this year. 
I think it's* important that we briefly look at 
what the judge ruled on because that forms the basis of 
why we're before this Court today. I've taken a piece of 
that order and blown it up so that we can read it. If I 
can approach the Court, I have another copy of the actual 
order. It's attached everywhere but — 
THE COURT: Certainly is. 
MR. WALKER: I made one more copy for you. 
THE COURT: It would be probably the most circu-
lated order I've come across lately. Go ahead, counsel. 
MR. WALKER: I apologize for how many times 
we're asked to read it. I've probably read it more times 
than maybe everybody, with maybe the exception of Mr. Zoll. 
The order reflects, and it's several pages 
long, the first pages talk about Mr. Zoll's absence. Page 
4 briefly talks about the basis on which it was converted 
to summary judgment. Page 5 then talks about the merits of 
the case and the basis on which the summary judgment was 
granted. 
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In pertinent part it dealt with what we call the 
1990 agreements. Your Honor, we called them that, simply 
b e c a u s e t h e y " r e a I 11 e r' e d J a i 11 i a i: y 1 , II 9 9 0 3 i I d t i I e r e w e r e t h r e e 
of them. Tl ley're attached as Exhibit 8-A. Our argument 
in critical part was that he -- his client was not a party 
to the agreements and not been properly assigned those 
agreements and could not assert a cause of action, and 
th i s • : i: • 1 A] : i i i :I 1 :i ) i s ;: -aragraph :i i I tl l E; order speci f i ca 1 1 y 
reflects that substantive ruling that the 1990 agreements — 
that S uper ior was not a party to 13: Iem, that the parties 
w e :i : e H e a 1 11 I C a r e N e t wo r k a i I :I Ro c k y r I :> i l n t a i i i H e a I !: : I i C a r a 
Services. 
The Court determined that the contracts expressly j 
p r o v i d e d t h a t w r i 11 e i I c :> i i s e i I t I: i a I 1 : :) b e :) b !:  a i i I e d f r o in b o 11: I 
parties to ever assign them. It was undisputed that Health 
Car• = I Jetwor 1 : had not obtained written consent for the 
assignment • :)f those agreement,s from Rocky i lountain Health 
Care Services. 
P a r e n t he t i c a 1 ] y, yo i :i r H o n : r Ro c k y M :D \ I n t a i n He a 11 h 
Care Services and Health Care Network had entered into a 
global s e 111 e me n t i n 19-95, in ear 1 y 1995 , s e 111 i n g a n y 
c 1 a i m s t h a t I I e a 1 t h C a i: e N e t w o r k m a;; • 1 I a ^  r e h a d i i n d e r t h e 
contracts, but certainly, the argument that the Court found 
on in substantive part was that Superior had no rights 
u n d e r 11 i e 1 9 9 0 a g- r e e me. - * s a ] 1 y • i * : i n s 
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•* (O r; ^  z. . 
Mountain Care Services. 
The Issue was whether they had ever obtai ned the 
rights < i ! < ] 3 , •. n :: t .1 li s • i: i :i 1 i i i 3 express] y pro\ ided to t: 
that, that they had not obtained those, and as a result, 
they coul-i not assert a cause of art ion against Rocky 
Meant Jaii H< altn Larj oervrjjs jna-j tn^n n r any claims 
arising ou4 of thee 
Tcda" ' *~ here because Mr. Zoll has fi led a 
new "emu la inn. Jnio time rather than, suing Rocky Mountain 
Healcn Car Cervices, the core company, he's now sued 
r'~-_-..- * " •• ~ : a •  !i''v?'^r f h 3 :i::ic^ same • 'it: i;ts. 
-„1. :v_rse are the 199u agreements. They're 
on January 1 of 1990 for enteral therapy. 
Honor = .s I I lii I ' i HI , is 
.ng intravenously; that's the purpose ::f them.. 
Health Tar Server-: is the vendor. Rocky Mountain Health 
C^. r - x . ^ - '• 'u cnasei; . ne attached ^xhioit A 
to :;h _nit:al Complaint , Exhibit 1 to the present 
Cornell :r*- and Ixhtnit B and Exhibit C to cik ^ra=v-rt 
Cv/r . - the exact same contracts no nas suea u. 
over, ami va fact, the Complaints .are tlte same. 
Th ? Comoiaint I ' *~ "v 5irst in I " >•' Vi^ndp.i 
J j t c m : * .-t r.w a~ .vas dismissed with prejudice, and 
the oresent are in fact the exact tame. 
^ t . ' c /-< -t - •*- vZi ~< 
a-.- execu 
t i e -
I h v ii i j i ' i )i ] l 1 ma 
> Q Z 
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approach tliu bench. 
It" we lock -; ir,d hopefully, this chart some-
wh .i f s i nip I i f i & s • - ~ . . • ~ I • -T '" 1.5 a d i n >/ s 1: y I«i, 
but the — but what he's argued is the same four causes of 
action for the exact same remedies and they ail arise --
the ^II^ luor ,, u l
 t - i '. ,/. hiej.-'Ii - "i ! u ."J i'j r jeinonts if 
he's claiming he wants $194,000 of damage for claimed 
damages. 'Inder the orcsent Complaint he now attaches some 
otner contracts, cut stiii the aamage claim is exactly the 
same. If this was a damage claim under the 1990 agreements, 
1- v/on I : HI 1 in '".ill ", rim *' il 'in it inn '- lannins 
arising from those agreements. 
Tiie second cause of action he's alleging breach of 
1 , & t. i»r i * i ' ' ' ' ^  n t i i ^" • H I l' r M \ \ n < i - T. o i i 
the 1990 agreements were for 3o months. All the other 
contracts he attached were for monch-ro-month where you 
t 1 i. 1 t 1 _» . (. i V.A < 1 -I -J- -4. ^-4 O < - ^ — i I N t Jl - * 
Less contracts, renewed each year, if not terminated by 30 
days notice, so the mlrT one ho c^uld have percetual 
orotit ' .; M 1 ' ,M|" iyr e^iierit^ M "- '" J plea tneni. hut1, 
again are tor 3 2 0,000. 
The onlTr contracts tha4- o^ovided ror the Placement 
of meaical carts m tne raeij,±ty \vere tne ij\n agreements 
alleging damages of 10,000, and then his fourth cause of 
3 o 1 1 o n ; '") :i : i 11 i ; M "i t •' n r i i" h m * -> n t- 11" , /; i 11 f f i" 11111 iliiiv ^ ^ n t n c t s
 f 
10 
diii3 uv br^JLh tihaL lit- il Lc<u i>* 
As I think hopefully this short walk-through of the 
f irt" -, demon Writes , the claims brought by Mr. Zoll in. the 
initial Complaint, were orought again m the Amended 
Complaint, and now brought tcday in this case are exactly 
t h e o iiin; . 
in the prior case we went through great exercise 
}f effort ind time and cost to establish that Superior Care 
-:.iriridj4 ' ' ' wi. i t..x :onli i;f i gi its i u ider .. C-J 
agreements ind as a result, the Court found on summary 
- d^T^r.* on die merits, [ think it's disingenuous at best 
z. i argue that somehow this was an unopposed consented to 
arrangement in the lower court. Everything, down to the 
! inguacie of i-h^  orderr was opoosed ind was decided on the 
merits. 
We would also note to the Court that again we are 
in \ iifiji.it i 'ii mer o^iden^e nut-^ } » f 1:M nleadinu-; has been 
introduced and that it .vould probably be appropriate for a 
conversion • f this noti'v- J : dismiss for one for summary 
briefea as fully a.- ni^ss \ ;^i bner has any questions 
regard i n q t : a o a spec*- • •, ^  r ;r :::- n nemo r *: n da . 
first: time ." have ever nrouchu «. n :::n for sanctions :n 
my short career. The reason being is as I looked at the 
11 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1 ca se i iv r r it wou^j s u p i o r r it t n« iMdus ui ; , « n 
2 point and de f in i t i ve , that under Rule 11, the at torney 
3 i s r e q u i r e d 1M h J\V '-hr o l e i d i n a s tha t he f i l e s wi th t h i s 
4 Cour t w e l i - ' i n u u n iea in i.act and we I 1-grounded m e x i s t i n g 
5 law, with extension, modification or reversa l of 
6 ex i s t s ! ) - , i » - . 
7 In the present case the facts are completely 
g unobjected to in his moving papers, I think the facts 
g are undisputed Ina!.. Mi : luiiu.i JI* I li. i M i , L hu n 1. j 
difference is he's now sued different people under 
m e doccri~ of collateral estoppel. 
Tn_ issue is not wn . . . . _ _- - u 
you su.; :.. jr.: as I _nc: is it's ce : ncr asserted against 
the • < -i -^ - Mac —:-v- : i 3 e < -hen in 
binds cuem ,:. < :..ci's no extensic _L jxiscma .aw under - : 
doc"~"^  " "^ e o'~ "^llaasral PSt.JCOS : , a:- ~* a r e J u 11 v and receateul * 
def i:i_ ; - ' - '~ / ~ ~ * "^ j w 
18 i we're gome LC abandon ihac ccncapi :^ ^ l . w .dr. Zcl-. i or infer 
:. . - is? : - ; *. . ir;; is a rasul*:, * * would as'\ -he Zcarr thi 
2i virtua.i; oi ;-::::: :J wnen accorne; 6 o r m g cases acai.. ^ni 
22 acrair ' *" ~ *~ •=" ' rly nh~ cos*" , * l,:o w^ would ce ' -
w- . . . . re . - - ^at 
24 
25 
isn't the sole remedy this 
broader remedies available. 
Court has.. 
We•ve only 
There are certainly 
asked to recoup what 
12 
10 
1J 
13 
we h- : • " Vi J,IMI we u n a ourselves simply back at the 
2 starting gate again rather than in (.he hole* 
3 THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Walker. 
•i MR. ,,ALKER: TIMUI
 L ,. 
5 THE COURT: Mr. ZoII, you may respond. 
6 Mi: 7riT [ ; Thank vou, your Honor. Good morning 
ic this Couit and stall, LI. i_ IT in n. J lege ' M M?I resent 
^ nhe plaintiff in this action, Superior Care Pharmacy. 
•4 i i'' Mfihifl iii three nu^or issues, your 
Honor, ihat I think bring to xigiit /vtiat Luis L-J^O I :-
reallv ab^ ; . 
J\» - 1", I - -'h ' mpl 3 i nt itself. I'd 
like oo look at the contracts that are at issue for uust a 
-miii.-'M ind *:hen \ ' i like to spend just a few moments 
-ooking at tne partito, tin, M " i n > p.tr^iop il '-asi, 
-he confusion of the parties that we were presenteu _::itiall^ 
iii^  • ^ ,T wcr ' re ill*
 r who theTr weren't, tint's orcucni In 
Tne other case, ill ~ne en her faces *'" going n 
: " -
,ri-*::" *-~ .: ^T.clair*-
 ; one allegations 
22 I Complaint. 
23 | T i^renr1ant in this case attacks our Complaint 
2,j j under Rule 12(b)(6) :lna taon attempts c..» ! .in.! i !v;: ;;tr.i;„ 
HI, i into Rule 56 with the collateral bar information that we've 
J i 
16 
> 
o 
z 
o 
z 
1 
o 
been, forced to defend here. If we look at the Complaint 
.: itself carefully", we determine, your Honor - I. know your 
3 Honor well J :i 1 D W S ti le rules under 1 2 (b) that we have to 
4 assert a claim. They have to then i n their defense on ' 
v , :)) (6 ) 3i ic: -\ r that there f 3 1 1,0 possi fal e cl a i in 01 1 x ii i i ch \ re 
6 j can assert D U X action that we have against these particular 
7 I defendants, and can I draw your attention to the Complaint 
3 ' f J 1 ldge . 
Just looking first of all, of course, at the 
10 i initial portion of the Complaint dealing with parties and 
11 I jurisdictioi 1 i is tl ie Coui t can determine at the front page ,, 
12 i this is an entirely different set of parties. I'll get 
1 3 I 1 n t • D :i t :i 1 1 a mo me n t. We we 1 : e t o .1 d :i 1 :s :i t :i a 1 1 y :i t wa s Ro c k y 
14 I Mountain Health Care is wl 10 we were dealing witl 1. I • y Dt 
15 I letters from, counsel - - I got letters that I had used that 
1 e | we t h o u g h t i : 1 1 a. t \\ a s t 1 e g r o 11 p , t h e ] : e s p o n s i b 1 e p a r t y W e 
1? i later determined and found by virtue, of what they were 
18 saying to 1 is that each of these parties as was represented 
19 1 1 1 11 1 e o p e 1 1 :i 1 1 g • D f .,! 11: W a 1 k e r a r • D :i 1: 1 d e p e 1 1 d e 1 1 t e 1 11 i t i e s A :ii i: 1 1 
20 the rights to be able to deal with their own contract 
21 obligation, which :i s — one of them is with us, and., so we 
2 2 j h a \ e 1 1 a 11:1. D :I 11 1 e s p e c i f i c e 1 11 :i t i e s , t i 1 D S p e c i f i c d e f e n d a n t s 
23 I that are on the contracts that are represented as Exhibit 
24 Number D and there's a confusion between A, B. and C and D 
25 I that I'M 1 get into in just a moment,. 
14 
First of all, as we allege in our Complaint; we 
start out wi til the parties and jur:i sdiction . At paragraph 
one w Ei mere] y name and Sescri be : i :i i: ::l:i ei it as a pa r t: v w 1 10 
provided pharmaceutical products, enterals , IVs , medical, 
surgical supplies to nursing homes. That's four specific 
areas that we provided these nursing homes, ;ve provided 
them the pharmaceuticals which are reflected in what we 
c a 1 1 t h e v e i i d o r c o n t r a c f s W e p r oi;; r j d e t i i e e n t e r a 1 s , 11 i e 
IVs, and the medical, surgical supplies, and that's what we 
allege in the first paragraph. 
Paragr aph s t ; ,; • : • 11 lroi i gh fo i :i i: t:I l e i :i :i dei i f i f y the se 
specific new entities, the ones that we provided these 
services and products to. This i s the first time that 
we " ve named tl lese entities,, your Konor , after we have 
revealed through a complicated series of DBAs of who Rocky 
Mountain Health Group i s, that this :i s the group that we've 
been actually working with or deali ng with. 
Paragraphs five and six are just, the jurisdictiona 
s e c t I o i i s • :j :i :i i :i g m. i 11 i e a i i d j i :i i: i s d :i :: b :ii • :> i i !:  :: 1 1 :i i s Co i i r 1: We 
get now into the specific facts that we have to allege and 
that we have alleged that we think show that in a noticed. 
p 1 e a d i n g s :i t I l a t :i :> i i s i I :: I: i a s 11 i i s , 11: i a t 11 I e :j e n e r a ] a ] ] e g a. -
tions that we've asserted here are sufficient as against 
these specific defendants. 
P a i a gr a p 1 I s e ve i i i i I d i c a t e s , 1 I : , ; e a i e ma k 11 i g : i I i: 
> 
Q Z 
< a z 
a. 
claims against, and I think, this is where ^- " o n u s i c n 
rea 1 1 y ] i • 2 S i i :i I 'Li : 1 7a J 1 :• = r " s iTii i i I , = s I. .... now and 
analyze it, This is nothing more than oackgrcuud :IJV.S. 
Paragraph seven doesn't say that we are si --. ~ •" - **•- •-
specif i c • : • : i I ! :r act s , i i
 t B , and C , Paragr ap.. sev-n ^:_ve s the 
background that back in January of 1990 when he points out 
these 19 90 a.greements , tho se were 1 :h a ,:i i i :i t:i a ] :i :>ntr a :: t:s 
that our clients I lad by virtue of assignment that were made 
to him. that Judge Stirba has said you can't do an assignment 
o n t h o s e , a i i d we a gr e e \ I E; a :: q u i e s c e :i i i 11: i a t p • :> i i I t „ W e f r e 
not try ing to backtrack into that agreement;, but those three 
agreements of 1990 a re not the agreements that, we're, suing on 
i i thi • K- , J >ient iuii i. iiuMii iierj in tnis oacxground or 
facts, m J J believe that makes Mr. Walker think that we ar 
suinq im those three contracts, thf I^n ] \qreeinvnf <ln n M 
f ,:* io r - ,'Uing on the contracts that are reflected ,n 
Exhibit C and D which are the 1992 contracts, m i 1 think 
v v" _ waiK chr^uT" • • 
I 
2 
3 
• I 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
I ] 
14 
15 
16 
17 
'S 
lj 
20 
21 success -
22 cac<cr;i;j 
- orecise. 
r:sicerai s net: ^xact , . ,va LKer 
a s 
nac inree rior acreemenrs wicn 
23 | Clearfield, paragraph eight, with. Bountiful, paragraph nine, 
2 4 | w :i t h V a 1 1 e ] r , T j a \ / T h e s e a r e r e f 1 e c t e d a s E: : h i b i t s ;: *,, B , a n d 
25 I c. Mr.. Walker has called, those the. 1990 agreements. 
.] 5 
Then at paragraph ten is where we start demonstrat-
ing what our real claim here is, Judge, which is totally 
different than the Judge Stirba case* 
On June 1st, 1990, it says, plaintiff Superior Care 
Pharmacy acquired all rights, title and interest in the 
assets, accounts receivable and contracts of Health Care 
Network. These contracts, your Honor, the evidence is going 
to show, if we get a chance — hopefully, your Honor's going 
to give us a chance to get to discovery — are a variety 
of contracts that are — or agreements, are the agreements 
that are represented directly to Superior Care in Exhibit D 
where we have in those agreements, when you see them 
attached, you have the first three, A, B, and C, which 
are the health care contracts which we're not asking for 
anything for. 
Then you have the vendor pharmacy agreements which 
are reflected in Exhibit D, which is a July 31, a February 1, 
and one that has no date. We have the enteral therapy 
agreements which are the July 31, f92, agreements. One of 
them we have in writing and two of them we haven't been 
able to locate which our client takes a position are oral 
agreements, and then we have the IV therapy services 
agreement which are Exhibits C and D, which is a July 31, Februaiy 
1 and a September 19th agreement with Valley View, Clearfield 
and Bountiful. Each of these contracts have different 
17 
provisions, different remedy provisions. For example, 
the claim that we're asserting against the enteral f92 
agreements and the IV agreements has — are attached to the 
agreement at paragraph nine, say that if you fail, that the 
only way they can terminate this agreement at paragraph 
nine is either party may terminate this agreement at either 
time upon the material breach by the other party of any 
term, covenant, condition contained herein. 
We take the position there was no material breach 
by us. They then terminated our agreements prematurely. 
That's what our cause of action is on our second cause of 
action for the lost profits relating to these, and these 
contracts have Superior Care Pharmacy right on their face. 
They're not adjudicated and they were not involved with the 
decision in that order that I'll get into in just a moment 
which I think I can prove by just looking at the order and 
reading the scope of that order. 
See, Judge, paragraph ten sets the stage for our 
Complaint in this case. The other paragraphs are background 
only and I believe Mr. Walker thinks that that's what we're 
suing on is Exhibit B and C, which we're not, although the 
evidence is going to show those agreements have almost 
identical language as the later agreements and our oral 
agreements that we have with these sets of companies also 
mirror the same language as A, B, and C, so we've asserted 
18 
1 those contracts for the purpose of showing the course in 
2 dealing that wef11 hopefully have a chance to demonstrate 
3 at trial. 
4 Paragraph eleven, your Honor, talks about during 
5 the course of the plaintifffs provision of said services 
6 pursuant to these contracts. The contracts we1re talking 
7 about are up at paragraph ten* Those are the contracts 
8 and I have to admit this is not artfully stated in the 
9 Complaint and if I had it to do over again, I'd be a lot 
10 more specific on this paragraph right here because the 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
contracts that wefre talking about are not the A, B, C 
contracts, but all the rest of them, the oral agreements I'vej 
been mentioning, and all those that are attached as Exhibit 
D which are the contracts that have Superior Care Pharmacy 
as the contracting party, but I thirk for purposes of a motion 
to dismiss, I think the allegation is clear. We've 
17 I asserted what I was talking about, although not as specific 
18 as I probably should have. 
19 [ At paragraph twelve, then, your Honor, wef11 see 
that we represent — we indicate there that on August 1st, 
1990, the defendants then terminated the enteral agreements 
in violation of the contracts. The enteral agreements I'm 
talking about are the agreements at Exhibit D. Those 
24 I enteral agreements are the ones that have in a provision — 
25 I just read paragraph nine — it says you can't terminate 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
them unless there's a material breach by us. We will 
prove the position there was no breach. They merely wanted 
out of those contracts and went to another service. 
Paragraph thirteen then is a very important 
paragraph, different than any of the other complaints we've 
dealt with now that we know the facts, now that we — 
THE COURT: Well, there's one — Mr. Zoll, there's 
one confusing factor here. In your argument to me you 
indicate that you're referring to specific enteral 
agreements which indeed is Exhibit D to your Complaint. 
MR. ZOLL: Yes, sir. 
THE COURT: I don't offhand see an Exhibit D to 
your Complaint where it is specifically designated as an 
enteral agreement. Can you point me to that language? 
MR. ZOLL: One of them is this one I've been 
holding up, your Honor. It's the — do you see this? It 
says Superior Care Pharmacy Enteral Services Agreement. 
THE COURT: Exhibit D. 
MR. ZOLL: There are several of them together. 
THE COURT: So you grouped a batch in together, 
have you, under D? 
MR. ZOLL: That's correct, Judge. All of those 
agreements that are attached together — would have been 
nice if we'd have separated those, too, but on Exhibit D, 
you'll see three vendor agreements, one written Enteral 
20 
1
 Therapy Services Agreement, two IV Therapy Services 
2 
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2 S o 
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10 
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Agreement, of which one of those are Exhibit C, and if 
that fs not clear as mud, I don't know what is, Judge. 
Bottom line is this. All of our agreements we're 
suing on are in Exhibit D, under the tab Exhibit D, 
except the Valley View Nursing Rehab Agreement dated 
July 31, f92, is up — is in Exhibit C. It's at the back 
page of that exhibit, so one contract's at the end of 
C. The others are all into D, and that's where we have it, 
I'm afraid. 
With respect to — as I just continue on the 
Complaint, your Honor, for just a moment to show your 
Honor that we do — have asserted a cause of action in 
these, exhibits aren't as tied to the Complaint as I would 
like, but I think when you continue to read it, it becomes 
more abundantly clear at paragraph thirteen. I mention 
at thirteen, "Furthermore, the subsequent continuation 
agreements in IVs and pharmaceuticals weie entered into and 
the services accepted for which plaintiff has not been 
fully compensated," and it says the contracts are attached 
as Exhibit D. That's paragraph thirteen, Judge. 
Now, then, of course, we get into our cause of 
action. First cause of action, paragraph fourteen, relates 
to the delinquency on the agreements. 
At paragraph fifteen we cite to the exhibits and 
21 
we indicate that there's money that's due and owing. 
Paragraph sixteen we cite the agreements that are 
involved, all the therapy agreements and the amount of 
$194,759.13. That amount is what has been not paid to our 
client from these separate entities as a result of services 
they've provided, not related to Exhibits A, B, and C. 
THE COURT: So Exhibits A, B and C to your 
Complaint here that consist of one contract each, this so-
called entitled Enteral Therapy Service Agreement, are 
simply attached as background information? 
MR. ZOLL: As background on the Complaint. At 
trial they would be useful because some of those agreements, 
the almost exact same language in those agreements are in 
the Exhibit D agreements, plus the oral agreements that 
were entered into between our client and them also contain 
the similar language, so I would use them for the ordinary 
course in dealing that the company had used in 1990, not 
for the purpose of showing that the 1990 agreements were 
breached, but that was how we started in with this company 
under those agreements, subsequently was modified into the 
'92 agreements and oral agreements and it says in the 
Complaint — now, I didn't draft this Complaint, but I'm 
stuck with it, but one of the — it says in the Complaint 
that the background — it just entitles it under "Background, 
Judge, and that's where I think the confusion is lying with 
22 
"he siti lat :r. , *•••• ' :^:^.< M; leccmes clear as ] ^ ou read the 
-~.i -3 ii it " . . ^  . . ^ . •. ._;_-. -he sp e c i f i c c a u s e s of 
izzizn we 1 J see;.::; jr. fkvhibiM 1 MI the one enteral 
: rroe.iient chat. 1 m e M M r : M . >] aced ii i i E:i : h i b:i !:: C s : • 
.ecjni cause of actio: . M M ,oes specifically into 
M e -reach of the enteral agreements, Exhibit D, where they 
* ^  - ur"t:i 1 ; I :• i i tMMl i In is = \ n:::i ttei i ag re erne i i ts 1: y <; ; irtue :)f 
/Miacions at paragraph nine that I just read, so the 
second paragraph, second cause of action, I think, more 
\ ;,/ s t a t e s 11 i a t :i  i i 1 1 i o s e a g r e e in e n t s , t h e y ' v e terminated 
:.:em early. That's where we come up with a cause of action 
for the 1o st prof its . 
Then the third cause of action is nothing more 
than relating to the lost to the carts that were 
de 1 i ve r e d t c t he in wo i: t h a fa o I i t S1 0 , 0 0 0 a i i d t h e y k e p t t ii em, 
and. in the fourth cause of action, i t is a catch-all 
17 | provision, so to speak, unjust enrichment, saying that no 
18 
19 1 who we first thought was Rocky Mountain Health Care who 
20 the letter said was Rocky Mountain, -the DBA said was 
21 j R o c k y Moui it a i n , t ho se £ , B , C agr eernei it s sa id we re Roc. 
22 Mountain, those three entities have been unjustly benefittec 
23 to the amount of $194,000 by having been provided services 
24 and not pa i I ti leiii. 
25 Now, therefore, your Honor, it's our posit i, 
23 
in 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
^erv ar tfuLl ' ' urar ted , Llul i, ' )u i n, m tn i s ujinpiJiii! 
; :u J^:I see by looking at the a l lega t ions ind the exhibi ts , 
jl in I Riih ill i t :; I I IVJ I 'herVs a cause of action 
£ oeen asser ted and tha t , zi course, brings us to 
"he r :nf : Has th i s matter been p r e l i t i g a t e d and should 
I latoi:;il Daj i v u l n - j .< * oofendam • ' 
Wo think clearly noc for a variety of reasons. 
z whit's made us have to go outside of the Complaint 
.: : • i.,,i ai Out Muti udipeiied L^; , i«> Lt ' In- n. ; !_dim Llicit 
-here's a collateral bar, and so I would now have to step 
. "".her information which aoes back to Judae Stirba and 
. _-1-cLrcu-atea oraer that your Honor talks aDout is, 
chin/;, the most important document I've got to look at 
11 ]
 '"'ul i i n w vour attention to 
>rde. :;: j io^ - moment, Judge. 
Clearly, 1 think the first part, is Mr, Walker 
, 11
 M i | 11 j tii! r " I -n.ro.i r , II 1 In f i " 
-e said in my moving papers, 1 was m a preliminary 
^ion hearing that came up Friday before Judge Brian in 
I • I i „ 1I i i11 lli! ho ii _uj u[ i , | \ int :<i i i l 1 -\r , 
* * -;as involved :n those hearings all morning. We thought 
1 • 22 v e ! i ce done bxr noon. I t went over Dast three o'clock 
2 
23 :..ie i i o a i n i g , i . i . ^h i<u I .^o l i u a i i n g I : i l i u d iown 
24 " : uhe C o u r t t o s e e i f I c o u l d g e t :»ut of i t o e c a u s e t h e r e 
25 . .
 rTir | j c i i e n t s mvolved, substantial situation in 
o 
l t d L 
< 
2 
3 
4 
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id 
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^ 3 d * V n .• . x a I J \ 6 C I L.G 1 0'? — \ , 
under trio : m o r e s s i o n t : u : - t. 
t i o r . , i l o h c ac[n ne - / o u l j : : ' : s t i u u ^ 
U 3 " r . c : 
: , ^ . : ^ r , was 
r . i a n T s / ; ne re we 
• o ' - ' r i ^ ^ o 
d^ieu -he l^rk . D.^ ..' ..c, . . :* - - actually 
got a hold of Judge Stirba. 1 just said it's impossible, 
I f n i j i i I i E a i: i i i g s , I • :: a i I i I o t g e t t h e r e . A p p a r e n 11 y t hen 
without my knowing, it went ahead without me. Oral 
argument wa s made not by both as represented in these 
papers . 1 Is I read } lr . \ Jalk< ::ri:f s pap • En: 5 1 ie. say s there wa s 
oral argument on the merits of the case I wasn't there. 
I don't know what was said, I do know that this order came 
G U : as a result or it and so — 
THE COURT: Mr. Zoll, if you're dissatisfied with 
Judge Stirna's ruling, why didn't "ou aopeal it? 
MP. ZOLL 1 1 ' TI nnr dxssat ist led w L t • 
unhappy to think the order, the way it was drafrec by Mr. 
Walker, si ' tfrn-T^ ul H ' ' . *' Mi ink were accurate 
between him and I, out Judge Stirua doesn't nave anything 
to do with that, I was 
T11K C01TRT 1 So yoi 1:1 : po s i t: :i on 3 s that the order 
does not properly reflect what she ruled? 
MR. ZOLL: No, the order does not properly reflect 
v/hat happei led between I1 l:i : Wa 1 1 ver ai 1 :! I I : 1 1 !:  the order is 
accurate. I have no problem with this order, Judge, and I 
2 5 
oeiieve the order, based on Judge Sti rba f s revi ew, :i s 
acceptable to us. We can live wlti: i it. That's why we 
In'" t appeal it because I think when you look at i t, this 
• Ler :i sol a tes stri ct] y • :)i i - I: :i :) th e i xa med defendant was . 
:.:;t's been Mr. 'Walker's problem from, the beginning. 
As I wrote letters to him that I have attached in 
mi rno / i i 1 g i: a p e r s , I s a i 3 i f 11: i a t'"' s i 1 c t 1 : I I e i: :i g i I t p a i t y , w 1 I D 
is it"? He wrote me back and said, "I'll identify who they 
are for y o u ,'f and I prepared a s t i p u 1 a t i o n T! - -,v:u-.a-
tion was si gned by me, not signed by Mr. Walker. He went 
ahead and set up a notice of request for hearing on it, or 
de c i s i o n , a n d s o my f i r s t mo v i n g p a p e r s we r e u n o p p o s e d T1 I 
judge did do the dismissal. The judge allowed, me to amend. 
We amended. I still asked, who do you think the proper 
3arti i ESS are I : La i;; e DB ? f:i 3 :i ngs tl: l a. t sh :>'\ J who I t .1 i j nJ : the^ 
ire. I ha\; e letters from Mr. Bangerter who says that he 
owns these entities and that's who it i s and that then we 
jet ai lothe.] : mo t: c i i t :> :i i sm i ss :> i ; 1 J i • ::!: i l n i for tin laf *1 y , 1 
jot stuck in another hearing, couldn't be in two places at 
once, and the judge made the ruling, and that's where I !m 
a f: i s 11 i i s :::»r d e r J i I d g e . S h e s a \ s a i i d I 11 :i i i I k :i u i t e 
rightfully so, when you look at the 1990 agreements on page 
5, when yoi i read it specifically, :i t says the Court 
i e t e r m i i l e d I : I: l a t 5 u p e r i o r: * a s i i c t a p a r t y t o 11 i e 19 9 0 
acreements . That's true,. We wore not initially parties. 
26 
It goes on to say, "Rather the 1990 agreements 
were i )etwe< ; n He a ] th Ca re Network a 1 1 d R MKCS " That' s true , 
We have no objection. - That's why we didn,: t- appeal anything 
on this, ai id the Court determined that the f 9 0 agreements 
e xp r e s s 1 y p r o v i d e d t: h a t a n a s s i gnnie n t \ < c: 1 11 :I 1: 1 c ':  I: e 
effective unless written consent was obtained.. It says 
tl lat i n there, too. That's accurate, and so we realized, 
//e take the positi 01 1 tl lat tl le 1990 ag reemei its , tha t' s not 
</liat we1 re suing on anyway, and so the 19 90 agreements, as 
111: a s we " re concerned, Judge Stirba ' s correct. The;; r were 
iiot assigned. They're not the agreements that we 're suii lg 
jn, although initially we had the impression that they 
, u ' 1:: 3 a 1 1 ci s :: w e i i d n o t • :: o n 1 2 n 1 1 e f o r w a r d 2 n m a k i n g a n} r c 1 a i m 
against those, and she says at the second paragraph, "Tl le 
Court concluded that because Superior was not a party, it 
•i:;.! Ill in'l ninser^ 1 "in ;< ^ KM., i Mm nanisi" RMI-TC.S . ' T'l.tf 
true, against the named defendant, and this case, Judge 
iops not a nsern a claim against RMHCS . This case asserts 
i i.I i,i, i m a g ,t 111 s t. ' 11' 1 1 11 1 ' 1 f o 1.111 Jt 1 in" 1 111i', t: 11 i:i 11 * ^  y r . 
Walker say again, independent facilities by the name of 
Clearfield Nursing, by the name of Valley View Nursing, 
ai id b
 :i tl le 1 lame of Bou: iti f;i :  1 Ni ir si 1 ig , and that" s \ il 10 \ /e '" ^  e 
sued, and. that's who the services have been provided, to. 
So then the jixclae is' clear on the vendor agree-
ments. The vendor agreements are the ones that 1 '" »j 
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i n d i c a t e d t h a t w e h a v e i i I E: : I i :i b :i 1 : D • D I i :i : E::; c h j b i t D 
agreements under the 19 92 agreements. Under that one Mr. 
Wa 1ker trIes to broad-brush this ruling into 1e11ing the 
C o u r t b e 1 i e ,; <r e t li a t t h o s e a are. e me n t s w e r e 1 i t i g a t e d : . J.~> 
Stirba's court, and they were not. 
The judge says the Court determined that RMHCS was 
i I : • t a p a i t y t : • t i I e \ e i i d o r a g r e e m e n t s . T h a t "' s t r u e . T h e y ' r e 
not a party. Rather the vendor agreements are between 
Superior and separate and distinct Utah ::ompa n i es and 
operating nursing facilities in the vendor agreements. 
That's true• That is a separate agreement. 
No ; i, we recogn :i ze - * \ - .* 
I've sued. There has not been a litigation against the 
parties that are defendants in your court. There has 
b e e n a 11 i a j i i :I g e I :i a s 1: • a • a 1 I ",;; a i ] • :: 1 e a r !:: o s a \
 |P \: o i :i k e e p 
RMHCS o u t of t h i s . T h e \ w i n . I ' v e k e p t t h e m o u t of i t . 
We're n o t si i:i ng them,. \ fe're n o t maki ng a n y c l a i m , a g a i n s t 
t h • EI: in b i 1 1 1 1 i a} < • z a i i ' ':: i i 1 1 1 1 z e 1i i a t i i: d e z :i i i a c :D 1 1 a t e r a 1 
bar position, to say 1 can't sue the parties who really 
owe the money, who now we know are these three specific 
e n t i t :i e s , a i i d 11 i a t'"' s a 1 1 t: 1 i a t c r d e i s a y s I t: s a y s t h e ' 
agreements are not wi th RMHCS and our client directly. 
Correct. And secondly, that Superior Care can not make a 
c1a im' a ga i n s t RMHCS f or t he s e o t her e n t i t i e s , and t hat's 
correct, and your Honor, when I look then at the legal 
co-it:; :v- -fc •' ": asserted, they've cited this Trimble case, 
a.. . jr:.-£\l\< , whi- ::1 2 is a probate case relating 
undue :r.:Iuer.ce. In that case the Court held, that 
- - chere was a s e p a r a t e 12 : i 1 st ar range me i i t a s e p arate 
arrangement, and the Court was saying in the trust 
case that's litigated first, there was a claim, of undue 
i i if] uence " r :>i : :iai 1 f t 1: 1 lei i 1 :1a1; a ii: =i sai ;:e q a rties cl aim tl ier e l 
not ur.due i : ifluence under the Triinble '^case vhen there was. the 
same facts and so forth. 
. • 01 11 s i s e.: i t i r e 1 y d i f f e r e i i i : T1 i 21 - a r e wo e f u 11 y 
short of the element that is required. They have to show 
that we have already litigated, this case against Clearfield,, 
a gains z , a I ley .iewq and against Bountiful Nursing . IVhatf s 
one of the elements. 
The T r i mb1e case has a f o o tnot e i i i 1 a t p a ge 4 5 1 
ihat says a.] 1 elements must be satisfied to maintain a 
position for collateral bar, so your Honor, we just feel 
ve ry s t r o n g 1 i ? t h a, t t h e r e ,i s i 101 a c 1 a i m f o r c o .1 J a t e r a 1 
car in this particular case, and we think, the order is 
jlear when, you read it what the judge was doing and the 
u, I, g e n a r r o v ; e d :i I t • :: t h :> s e t \ > u i :i a r r D X r i s s u e s , a n, I • ~< ; e f i: a 
not even in. any way approaching that there's anything wrong 
with, that or der , .v e didn ft appeal it, and that it in any way 
effects tl: i,:i s ::ase ai : ~. . 
Now, your Honor, I was going to go througl: I a, 
1 ! discussion I know that yoi i've got people behi nd me --
2 | about 1 i :>\ ; i t :i s /e I ia I a reasonable belief initia 11 y that 
3 I it v/as Rocky Mountain who were the parties, and I think 
4 i I ' ve shown the document s i n nr ? oppo s i t i on paper f rom 
5 | even an affidavit as well as letters from Kr. Walker that 
6 | indicated that he v/as going to tell us who the parties 
7 I a re 
8 We have the parties now and we would like to 
9 | proceed ahead witn discovery and be entitled to wor 
10 | disco^»'i \ tn , L'y.f 'j.u. 'La mis igainst these parties wl io 
11 | haven't oaid our clients a just and fair debt. ' • 
i 
12 1 was qoina to soend i mc/;,ii M* 1 . * . , 
13 | Thi-j i»y Ix ! i J . i is ]ust absolutely inaccurate. I have not 
14 ]had a chance since this reply brief to respond to it, 
15 | would merei T r say that, <~«n ^ n.v-
 t\w i •nnenfu .ill k i u i 
16 | liar, right m lc!ie brier it- jUoL i :-> A Little -- it's hard 
17 |to take just a little bit, and after all these years of 
18 j p r . i c 4 - 11'i • , MI . i T r i i IP* M i i m u i ni ii , M i l l i iiii
 L . i i . j i j o u r t " 
19 l d i s m i s s a l of S u p e r i o r ' : ; •-- he s a y s t h e s e a r e our f a l s e -
20 i h o o d s . "lumber o n e , t h e p r i o r c o u r t ' s d i s m i s s a l of S u p e r i o r ' s 
21 lAmpndPd ttvai I i i n t < + : j p o d o i i i i i s e n t e a t i by ^ u p i r i o r . 
22 ,He i t a l i c i z e s t h a t t h a t ' s l i k e what we s a i d i n c u r m o v i n g 
i 
23 ( p a p e r s . He c i t e s p a g e me o f o u r o p p o s i t i o n . When YOU r e a d 
24 
25 
page MM il i'tj. i I >it I.MI . I'IH i ir t- Complaint was 
unopposed. It was unopposed, and the second Complaint, the 
Amended Complaint v/as opposed, so he says that v/e've .lied 
on that. 
Thatrs just not. true. The first Complaint was 
ur •.:.: ~ m e r e war: . no*-: '- ;bm: ^ rho1;^:^ we 
Amended Coniolaint came out. 
Rp says nli^rf i »i jpii^ M t w<
 r I hnf the • • where 
he says I said we agreed to a jont Liiuance un the Hearing, 
that's the rontinued hearing, Z didn't say that at page 5. 
Yo i [IJ-JU pu ju i J M ' i I IL.U nil >,H ii i i.l in nnder standing, 
bur i never said we had an agreement. 1 know we didn't 
have an agreement. He just said I won't: stipulate, but I 
won't oppose. T" 1 i a t' s w 1: I a t: i L fy u n d e i: s t a n d i i i g , , a s , a i i d 1 I e 
says that we've lied about that. He says that, in his 
'.udL the 1990 — that the ruling by Judge Stirba 
sii\ s , UJ ne says, Superior can not sue any :)ne for breacl: i. 
Pudge Stirb i didn't say that. Judge Stirba says you can 
no t s I I e Ro c k y M D i i n t 3 :i 1: 1 He a ] t h C a r e £ o r the 1990 agree me nts. 
He indicates that Judge Stirba was unaware that. 
Mr. Zo.ll had requested a continuance. He says I" said that. 
I :i :i i 1 1 : • I : 3c in;; t l :i a i : I sa i d I 1 m e ; ; I :! 1 it I: :i: i« 2 Clerk had known 
we requested one, and I said he knew1'' we requested one, but 
I didn't know that Judire Stirba knew that because I never 
t a 1 ke» J l : 11 M ' 1' 11 n 1 111 I • 1 1 11 ^  i ! i l k e d <i i t ' 1 \ I' • 11 
Mr. Walker and --
3 ] 
1 THE COURT: Ifm going to have to limit you now, 
2 the balance of your presentation, to about two minutes, 
3 Mr. Zoll. 
4 MR. ZOLL: All right, Judge. Ke makes a claim for 
5 Rule 11 and he says — and then he goes on to say, 
6 "Apparently Mr. Zoll misunderstands the doctrine of collateral 
7 estoppel." Maybe I misunderstand the doctrine of collateral 
8 estoppel, but it certainly doesn't arise to the level that 
9 wefve done anything that was not well-grounded in fact or 
10 law or within reasonable inquiry. As a matter of fact, I 
11 think it's Mr. Walker who doesn't understand collateral 
12 estoppel when you read the order that says we can't sue 
13 Rocky Mountain and I read his case that says you've got to 
14 have all four elements available for collateral bar and they 
15 don't have it with respect to the defendants in this case. 
16 We've never sued them. We now know who they are. We're 
17 prepared to go forward. 
18 i know your Honor recognizes the — that motions 
19 i for dismissal are not well liked in the system. We'd like 
20 to have the opportunity to go forward. We will clean up 
21 as discovery unfolds, we will clean up these documents 
22 where they lie and what the exhibits are, how they fit, 
23 and we'd like to just have that opportunity to proceed, 
24 Judge, and ask you to deny the motions• 
25 THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Zoll. 
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1 | You may respond. Five minutes, Mr. Walker. 
2 | MR. WALKER: Thank you. Very briefly, your Honor, 
3 | I think it's interesting to note that he claims he didn't 
4 draft the Complaint; however, he did sign it, he — verifying 
5 you know, that he agreed with what was in it* 
6 The argument's made that somehow now we donft 
7 have the enteral agreements, Exhibits A, B and C. They 
8 are the core of his Complaint. Even into his causes of 
9 action, your Honor, if you'll note, they all talk about 
10 claims arising in 1990. He's saying on or about June of 
n 1990, that the agreement's into 1990. Well, all of a 
12 sudden now, for the first time, I hear in oral argument 
13 he's saying no, no, your Honor, all these causes of 
14 action arose under the 1992 agreements. 
15 Well, if he's claiming, as he states in paragraph 
16 fifteen of his first cause of action, that in June of 1990 
17 plaintiffs were assigned contracts, he then says these 
18 were included but not limited to the enteral therapy 
19 contracts as Exhibits A through D, He's claiming A through 
20 C, the enteral agreements, are part of his cause of action. 
21 He's claimed those are the amounts that are owed under 
22 those agreements and his *— what he now calls under the 
23 section of background facts, he again refers consistently 
24 to the 1990 agreements as being the core of his case. The 
25 second cause of action talks about two years remaining on 
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the contracts. Only the enteral agreements are for contracts 
in excess of one year by their express terms. The only 
contracts, that could apply would be the enteral agreements. 
Their whole argument is disingenuous and somewhat 
of an insult to us of not being able to read what he's 
pled. He didnft want to sue under the enteral agreements 
because he knew that Judge Stirba had ruled that they 
didn't have a cause of action under them. He shouldn't 
have attached them as the core of his Complaint, as the 
allegations throughout the Complaint underlying his causes 
of action. 
What Judge Stirba ruled upon was not who could 
Mr. Zollfs client sue under the 1990 agreements, but what 
could they sue on. They found that the reason they could 
not sue Rocky Mountain Health Care Services is because 
they weren't parties to it. They hadn't been assigned to 
them. He wasn't saying you could sue all the people you 
want because under contract law you have to be a party to 
it or an assignee to have a right to. sue anyone under that, 
and so as a result,, the ruling under the. 1990 agreements 
were clear that Mr. Zoll could not assert for and on behalf 
of his client a cause of action arising from those agreements 
As our charts hopefully help to illustrate, the 
exact same deal, exact same claim, exact same damages in the 
Amended Complaint. He raised no other contract claims for 
34 
1 194,000 or the 320,000. Those arose solely from the 
2 enteral, the 1990 agreements, fay the express terms of the 
3 Amended Complaint. 
4 Now he has a new Complaint, exact same damages, 
5 attaches exact same contracts, but then he attaches kind of 
6 a plethora of hit and miss contracts, Exhibit D, and some-
7 how saying that's the only contracts I was really suing on. 
8 I think it stretches any sense of credibility that that 
9 would be the case. 
10 The doctrine of res judicata under the branch of 
11 collateral estoppel prevents this sort of relitigating 
12 issues. The issue is they couldn't decide a cause of 
13 action under the 1990 agreements because they were not a 
14 party to them. They were not assigned them. Judge Stirba 
15 ruled that really, that you couldn't sue the people you're 
16 suing, but implicit, you could not sue anyone under those 
17 agreements if you weren't a party to them. 
18 That is the — what we're asking this Court to 
19 rule upon today in dismissing this Complaint and letting 
20 Mr. Zoll know that fancy talking of trying to talk around 
21 what he actually pled isn't, sufficient. Ilm not sure we 
22 still understand what he's trying to claim, but we know what 
23 he pled and what he pled was causes of action under those 
24 agreements that his client had no rights under based on 
25 Judge Stirba's opinion.. 
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THE COURT: All right. Thank you, Mr. Walker. 
Counsel, I'll notify you by minute entry ruling 
of my decision shortly. 
MR. ZOLL: Thank you, Judge. 
THE COURT: You bet. 
(Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded.) 
* * * 
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REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
) ss 
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I, ANNA M. BENNETT, do hereby certify: 
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CLEARFIELD aka CLEARFIELD 
NURSING & REHABILITATION 
CENTER, B.C.V.V., Inc. aka 
VALLEY VIEW NURSING & 
REHABILITATION CENTER, 
Defendanls 
1 
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1 
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t 
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1 
COMPLAINT AND JURY 
DEMAND 
C i v i l No. " v »' ?C '5/ ?•% ' l" S 
JUDGE /-/oiStm . 
through counsel record, B. Ray Zoll, and hereby compla. 
alleges against the above named Defendants as follows: 
and 
1 
PARTIES AND JURISDICTION 
1. The Plaintiff, Superior Care Pharmacv " < \ privately 
owned, Sub S Corporation, doing t)USiness : 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah, providing pharmaceuticals, 
c i€ medical surgical supplies to various 
nursing and rehabilitation centers. 
2. 1 aka Bountiful Nursing & 
Rehabilitation Center (hereinafter referred to as "Bountiful") 
located at 350 South 400 East, Bountiful, Utah 84010. 
3. The Defendant B.C.^ TT T~~ Clearfield aka Clearfield 
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center (hereinafter referred to as 
84015. 
4. " Defendant t 
Rehabilitation Center (hereinafter referred to as "Valley View") 
located at 4150 West 3375 South, West Valley City, Utah 84120. 
5. All causes of action herein set forth arose in Salt 
Lake Cm in I \ I'l  m f P of Utah, and the contracts which are the 
2 
;»ijb UMII. i i it i m I i I i'i ii i .u"I iiii I i l i s p u t e w e r e -- p e r f o r m e d 
i n J about Salt Lake County and Davis County, State ot Utah. 
6 . i 
Utah Code Annotated 78- 3 4 a i id v enue is proper iU accordance with 
Utah Code Annotated 78-13-4. 
FACTS 
1st 1990, Plaintiff purchased, among other 
things, a certain "closed door" pharmacy facility (the 
"Pharmacy••) and certain
 a c c o u n t s rece.i ual111 I 11 UII \\\ jd I I. ln.ci i e 
Network ("Healthcare"), a California corporation. 
? IAI: inn l o Lhe acquisition * 
entered into a series of written contracts with Defendants In 
win in Ii Healthcare agreed to provide certain *-* ~ t-^  *---? * Therapy 
Services, herapy Services and Vendor fnarmaL, Service:1- i 
Defendants. 
3 .According to the terms of these wri tten contracts, 
an assignment could be made on] y i f the Defendants agreed > the 
3 
a s s itjniTit'iili i in fin if i i iq, which Defendants cl i 11 not rio, hs a r e s u l t , 
t h e s e w r i t t e n c o n t r a c t s were not a s s i g n e d ' > . mi H-.jd l t J i ' i u r t j ' 
Pla int i f f 1990 when Pla int i f f purchased Healthcare's 
I 
However, at the time of the acquisition by 
wdh illj 1. iJiqiit'iriil i. payment pursuant to 
these written contracts with Healthcare. In fact, each facility 
owed Healthcare substantial sums as evidenced by the account 
receivables Heal thcar B ma 1 n l a i 1:11= d :: iri i ts ] sdger. 
\ Jhi Plaintiff was not properly assigned these 
written contracts, • p r o p e r I. y .-.itis i rjn- •«' d 
interest : lese accounts receivable that were due and 
the acquis it ior *-\e Defendant 
laintiff approximately $34,119.46 unpaid 
services providec . > Healthcare 
contracts. 
7 ft t the l::i me of the acq ui si l::i c i Dei'enddiil 
Clearfield owed Plaintiff approximately $9,296. - for unpaid 
4 
serv JUIL UO these wr i t t en 
cont rac ts • 
8.' A I II I. urn I til' in'ijiiiii"- " the Defendant 
Bountiful owed Plaintiff approximately $28, r unpaid 
services provided by Healthcare pursuant va^e written 
contracts. 
9. Even though the written contracts were never 
assigned Defendant ts, III ri n g i :i e gc 1:1 a ti oi is ai I ::i i mmed i ate] y 
following the acquisition by Plaintiff, the Defendants entered 
contracts with Plaintiff whereby Plaintiff 
agreeu. i p r o v i d e -..,.. t h e D e f e n d a i f 1 - ayi>.M=j>l I . J | in t iidiai L h - L-JJII-
goods and services and under the same terms and conditions as 
lindni t,lii» Ur ri 1 I li-i'iii i -written contracts. 
As p * ry these oral contracts, Defendant 
ie o r a j contracts with P aintiff 
whereby Plaintiff agreed ; i provide and 1 (<> 
purchase certain Enteral Therapy Services, 'herapy Services 
I "^ '"eriijoi*" Flia nnim * y ."in i * ! » < i. 
5 
11. P contracts, Defendant 
Clearfield entered into three oral contracts with Plaintiff 
whereby Plaintiff agreed to provide Clearfield agreed to 
pun:iMHi-) (J »i id i il Kin I 'i ii 1 rlii Tripy Therapy Services 
and Vendor Pharmacy Services. 
12 . 2 ">efendan t: ^ 7a ] 3 ey 
View entered into three oral contracts with Plaintiff whereby 
Plaintiff agreed to provide and Valley View agreed to purchase 
certain En tera J Therapy Ser v i cc= CPS a i l I 
Vendor Pharmacy Services. 
1 3 - 1 IO t e i H J d l l I H Wt-M O I ' r i l J l U I I I M i l H I M i l l ! l l n . V > III W I H V l l 
contracts because, as facilities that accept payment from 
Medicare and Medicaid , Defendants were required * Law to have 
these contracts i.n place. l,""i m" Defendant 
contracts in place would be a blatant violation ; the law. 
14 Some .... *,:hese oral conti/acL.1, WJM..1 eveiilud J J. y 
memorialized into written contracts on September 1 9 , 1990. 
1 5 . On September 1 9 1 99 , 1 laii itiff and Defendant 
Bountiful executed two written contracts which Plaintiff 
6 
agrt ourchas : r "•-
Therapy Services and Vendor Pharmacy Services . ..; D 
under the previous oral contracts > i;xhi; 11 These two 
wri: ^mained i_u 
effect until Bountiful terminated them effective September 1 , 
1994 (see Exhibit B). 
16. The Enteral Therapy oral contract between 
Plaintiff and Bountiful was never reduced - writing and remained 
an oral contract urn. . ri.i offset, i VP 
September 1, 19 94 ( • ;-:xnibit -
i 7 On September I'l I !" I'" 1, 11111 i ( i , 111 > I in.> f e n d a n t 
Clearfield executed two written contracts in which Plaintiff 
aqre* I I | i .vi.l • i.ii.rl Clearfield agreed - urchase the same 
Therapy Services and Vendor pharmaCy serv : ""::! were agi: . i 
under the previous oral contracts (see Exhibit 
18. Oi I February 
replaced the two written contracts executed on September ] 9, 1990 
•\s j-ii which Plaintiff agreed to 
provide and Clearfield agreed to purchase the same -.py 
Services and Vendor Pharmacy Services that were agreed .J ,.:^ ej: 
7 
the previous written contracts (see Exhibit D). These two 
written contracts between Plaintiff and Clearfield remained in 
effect until Clearfield terminated them effective September 1, 
1994 (see Exhibit E). 
19. The Enteral Therapy oral contract between 
Plaintiff and Clearfield was never reduced to writing and 
remained an oral contract until Clearfield terminated it 
effective September 1, 1994 (see Exhibit E). 
20. On September 19, 1990, Plaintiff and Defendant 
Valley View executed two written contracts in which Plaintiff 
agreed to provide and Valley View agreed to purchase the same 
I.V. Therapy Services and Vendor Pharmacy Services that were 
agreed to under the previous oral contracts (see Exhibit F). 
21. On July 31, 1992, Plaintiff and Valley View 
replaced the two written contracts executed on September 19, 1990 
with two new written contracts in which Plaintiff agreed to 
provide and Valley View agreed to purchase the same I.V. Therapy 
Services and Vendor Pharmacy Services that were agreed to under 
the previous written contracts (see Exhibit G). These two 
written contracts between Plaintiff and Valley View remained in 
8 
effect until Valley View terminated them effective September 1, 
1994 (Exhibit H). 
22. Also, on July 31, 1992, Plaintiff and Valley View 
executed a written contract in which Plaintiff agreed to provide 
and Valley View agreed to purchase the same Enteral Services that 
were agreed to under the previous oral contract (see Exhibit I). 
This written contract between Plaintiff and Valley View remained 
in effect until Valley View terminated it effective September 1, 
1994 (Exhibit H). 
23. According to the July 31, 1992 I.V. Therapy 
Services and Enteral Therapy Services agreement, a party could 
only terminate the respective agreement in the event that the 
other party materially breached a term, covenant or condition 
contained therein. 
24. However, plaintiff has never breached any term of 
either agreement especially a material term nor has it been 
notified of any such breach. In spite of the material breach 
clause and in clear violation of the contract, Valley View 
terminated the agreement with Plaintiff effective September 1, 
1994. 
9 
25. Plaintiff, throughout the term of both the oral 
and written contracts, performed perfectly and according to the 
terms of the agreements. 
26. Defendant, however, was usually late with its 
payments to Plaintiff and did not always pay in full upon receipt 
of the invoice. 
27. Bountiful currently has an outstanding balance of 
$97,436.86 pursuant to these agreements with Plaintiff exclusive 
of associated collection costs and attorney fees. 
28. Clearfield currently has an outstanding balance of 
$69,377.58 pursuant to these agreements with Plaintiff exclusive 
of associated collection costs and attorney fees. 
29. Valley View currently has an outstanding balance 
of $64,922.60 pursuant to these agreements with Plaintiff 
exclusive of associated collection costs and attorney fees. 
30. As the result of terminating the July 31, 1992 
I.V. Therapy Services and Enteral Therapy Services agreements 
without claiming material breach, Defendant Valley View is in 
10 
breach of the terms of both these agreements and is liable for 
prospective damages thereunder. 
31. Additionally, pursuant to the terms of the 
agreements both written and oral between Plaintiff and 
Defendants, Plaintiff was obligated to provide and did provide 
certain equipment, including treatment and medical carts, to the 
Defendants during the course of the agreement. 
32. At the time of the termination and breach of the 
contracts, Defendants had in their possession and control 
approximately 15 treatment and medical carts, an I.V. therapy 
sterile hood, and other miscellaneous shelving and fixtures which 
lawfully belonged to the Plaintiff. 
33. Plaintiff repeatedly requested the return of this 
equipment but Defendants continually refused. 
34. Finally, Plaintiff was forced to mitigate its 
losses and purchased new equipment because Defendants refused to 
return the equipment provided by Plaintiff; not until several 
months after Plaintiff replaced the equipment did Defendants 
finally return it. 
11 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract - Delinquency Owed On Agreements) 
35. The Plaintiff hereby adopts and incorporates by 
this reference the allegations and facts contained within 
paragraphs 1 through 34, above, as if fully set forth 
hereinafter. 
36. According to the terms of the agreements, both 
written and oral, Defendants agreed to pay the entire balances 
upon receipt of an invoice. 
37. In clear breach of its agreements, the Defendants 
have refused to pay Plaintiff the entire balance due and owing. 
38. The Plaintiff has properly billed the Defendants 
for the amount due on all the written and oral contracts and yet 
has not received the amounts due and owing. 
39. Currently, Defendant Bountiful has an outstanding 
balance of $97,436.86 pursuant to its agreements with Plaintiff 
exclusive of associated collection costs and attorney fees. 
12 
40. Currently, Defendant Clearfield has an outstanding 
balance of $69,377.58 pursuant to its agreements with Plaintiff 
exclusive of associated collection costs and attorney fees. 
41. Currently, Defendant Valley View has an 
outstanding balance of $64,922.60 pursuant to its agreements with 
Plaintiff exclusive of associated collection costs and attorney 
fees. 
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Breach of Contract - Unauthorized Termination) 
42. The Plaintiff hereby adopts and incorporates by 
this reference the allegations and facts contained within 
paragraphs 1 through 41, above, as if fully set forth 
hereinafter. 
43. According to the July 31, 1992 I.V. Therapy 
Services and Enteral Therapy Services agreements between 
Plaintiff and Valley View, a party could only terminate either 
agreement in the event that the other party materially breached a 
term, covenant or condition contained therein. 
13 
44. However, Plaintiff has never breached any term of 
these agreements especially a material term nor has it been 
notified of any breach material or otherwise. 
45. Even though Plaintiff has never breached 
of these or any other agreements between Plaintiff and Valley 
View, Defendant Valley View has refused to honor both the I.V. 
Therapy Services and Enteral Therapy Services agreements. 
46. As a result, Defendant Valley View has breached 
the terms of both the I.V. Therapy Services and Enteral Therapy 
Services agreement and has injured Plaintiff in an amount that 
shall b« shown a I", t i til , 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Unlawful Conversio? Property) 
47. The Plaintiff hereby adopts and incorporates by 
this reference the allegations and facts contained within 
paragraphs 1 through 46, above, as if fully set forth 
hereinafter. 
48. Pursuant l. o the tornu* tut" tin agreements both 
written and oral between Plaintiff and Defendants, Plaintiff was 
14 
obligated to provide certain equipment, including treatment and 
medical carts, an I.V. therapy sterile hood, and other 
miscellaneous shelving and fixtures to the Defendants during the 
course of the agreement. 
49. At the time of the termination and breach of the 
contracts, Defendants had I n their possession a iid control this 
equipment which lawfully belonged to the Plaintiff. 
50. Plaintiff repeatedly requested the return of this 
equipment but Defendants continually refused. 
51. Finally, Plaintiff was forced to mitigate its 
losses and purchased additional equipment to replace that which 
was still in the possession of the Defendants. 
52. Said conversion was willful, intentional and 
knowingly committed by Defendants and done with the intent to 
permanently deprive Plaintiff of its equipment. 
53. Therefore, Plaintiff seeks an amount equal to and 
representing the damages suffered as the result of the 
15 
Defendant's wrongful conversion of Plaintiff's equipment, in an 
amount not less than $20,000.00. 
FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION 
(Unjust Enrichment) 
54. Plaintiff hereby adopts and incorporates by this 
reference the allegations and facts contained within paragraphs 1 
through 53, above, as if fully set forth hereinafter. 
55. Defendant h have received a benefit by way of t tie i r 
failure to pay delinquent amounts on the terminated contracts and 
agreements. Their deliberate intentions and actions of not 
paying a legal debt, coupled with their wrongful converbiun uf 
Plaintiff's equipment, subsequent to the termination, has been at 
the expense of the Plaintiff and resulted in unjust enrichment to 
the Defendants. 
bb. rn light of the intentional and apparent wanton 
disregard of the Plaintiffs request for payment and the 
Plaintiffs request for return of the equipment, it would further 
reward the Defendants deleterious and illegal actions should they 
be permitted to regain the benefit they requisitioned without 
16 
duly .and appropriately compensating the Plaintiff for their 
losses and inconveniences. 
WHEREFORE, the Plaintiff prays and nio"1 n& this court for a 
judgment against the defendants as follows: 
1.. For 1: .he Pi aintiffs First Cause Of Acti on, Breach 
of Contract - Delinquency Owed On Agreements, the amount 
currently in arrears, plus the legal rate of interest, all 
collection costs and attorney's fees, for a total amount of 
approximately $231,737.04. 
2. For the Plaintiffs Second Cause Of Action, Breach 
of Contract - Unauthorized Termination, for the unauthorized 
termination of the July 3 1, 1992 I.V. Therapy contract which will 
cost the Plaintiff on a prospective basis and equal and amount 
which shall be proven at the time of trial. 
3. For the Plaintiffs Third Cause Of Action, Unlawful 
Conversion, an amount of not less than $20,000.00. 
4. For the Plaintiffs Fourth Cause Of Action, Unjust 
Enrichment, an amount equal to the amount which the Defendants 
17 
have been unjustly enriched at and to the expense of the 
Plaintiff, which amount shall be proven at the time of trial. 
5. For the Plaintiff's costs for bringing this suit, 
all attorney's fees and for such other and further relief as this 
Court, in its wisdom, may deem just and proper in the premises 
and I n light of the total and utter disregard exhibited by the 
Defendants. 
6. Plaintiff hereby requests and demands that a -jury 
hear this matter. 
DATED this day of May, 1996. 
B.VRay Zoll, 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
v 
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EXHIBIT A 
PZ2I0IL 
(SCO) 3JS556V 
rAX(3C1)2i2^CS3 
I.V. THERAPY SERVICES AGREEMENT 
mm* I U ' I I . 1 . . ' ' | ' /' ." ' This 23:5ement becomes effective (date) 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 975 W"^ H n~y 1
 Sna 
9su 1 ='/Q pffy 1 IT a&ii7 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and 
located at Bountiful Nurslno & Rehsbi11tgiton 
550 E. 4QQ N. Bountiful. UT 64Q1Q 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
(referred to as "Facility"). 
1) Provide I.V. Therapy Services in accord with accepted 
professional practices and in compliance with all 
state and federal laws; 
2) Provide the services of a Registered Nurse (R.N.) 
I.V. Therapist to assist the facility with I.V. 
patient care by offering education and training to 
facility staff and assistance in monitoring tne progr 
within the facility; 
5) Provide specialized equipment in good and proper 
working order which is necessary for acministraticn 
of I.V. medication, and to regularly service this 
equipment. 
4) Provide all medical supplies and consumable items 
required for I.V. therapy; 
5) Provide pharmaceuticals and drugs as ordered by a Qualified physician to patients witnin the facility 
for whcm such orders have been received en a seven 
days per week, 24 hours per day basis; and 
6) Provide appropriate and timely billing statements to 
the facility in accord with facility's normal biilinc 
cycle. 
1
 _ w 
! ^ y ? ^ *" i 
• « - • > - i 1 1 , 
CS-UTS MciTJcI . 
rn : : L I T Y agrees to 
In addit. 
contrace 
1) Notify the pharmacy promptly as to the billing status 
of each patient receiving I.V. services; 
2) • Remit payment to the pharmacy within 30 days of 
receipt of statement for those patients who are 
receiving I.V. services reimbursable under Medicare'A. 
3) Maintain I.V. therapy equipment clean and free from 
misuse or abuse; and 
4) Refrain from copying or allowing to be copied any 
part of the Sunerior Care Pharmacy's I.V. Policy 
and Procedure Manual. In addition, Facility will 
return all copies of such I.V. manual to Superior 
Care Pharmacy in the event this agreement is terminate; 
by either party for any reason. Should Facility fail 
to return any of the I.V. Policy and Procedure Manuals 
Facility agrees to indemnify Superior Care Pnarmacy 
in the amount of s75 per copy. 
on to the aforementioned items, both parties to this 
to the following: snrsa 
1) Facility shall defend, indemnify, protect, and held 
harmless Superior Care Pharmacy, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated orcanizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and ail liaciiity, 
obligation, damage, less, cost, claim, and cemand 
whatsoever of any kinc of nature, including reascnable 
attorney's fees, arising directly or incirectly fr:m 
any of its acts or omissions; 
2) Superior Care Pharmacy shall defend, indemnify, 
protect and hold harmless Facility, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated organizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and all liaciiity, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost claim, anc cemand 
whatsoever of any kind or nature, including reasonable 
attorney's f t e s , arising directly or indirectly from 
actions taken or emissions made by Superior Care 
Pharmacy; 
/en 
3) Pursuant to Section X (V) (1) or Title 42 of tne 
United States Code, until the expiration of four (4) years after the termination of this Agreement, 
Superior Care Pharmacy shall make avaiiaole, upon 
written request of the Secretary of tne United 
States Department of Health and Human Services, cr 
upon request of the Controller General of the 
United States Accounting Office, or any of their 
duly authorized representatives, a copy of this 
Agreement and such books, documents, and records 
as are necessary to certify the nature and extent 
of the costs of the services provided by Superior 
Care Pharmacy under this agreement; 
4) Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to ccmoiy with Title 
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1564 and all require-
ments imposed by or pursuant to the regulation of 
the Department of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R. 
Part 80) issued pursuant to that Title, to the end 
that, no person in the United States shall, on tne 
ground of race, color, national origin, or handicap, 
be excluded frcm participation in, be denies of 
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity for wnicn Federal 
funds are used in support of the Superior Care 
Pharmacy activities; 
5) Facility grants Superior Care Pharmacy the rights to 
utilize tne name of Facility on any client lists suo-
mittea by Superior Care Pharmacy to other prospective 
client. Suoerior Care Pharmacy shall also be entitled 
to represent to third parties that Superior Care 
Pharmacy has entered into tnis Agreement with 
facility and is rendering infusion therapy services 
at the facility; 
6) Neither party hereto shail assign this Agreement of 
any of the rights or duties hereunder to any third 
party without first obtaining written consent of 
the other party; 
7) Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver 
all documents, papers, and instruments necessary to 
conveniently carry out the terms of this Agreement; 
8) In the event of any suit under this Agreement, there 
shall be allowed to the prevailing party, to be 
included in any judgement recovered, reasonable 
attorney's fees to be fixed by the court; and 
5) Either party may 
any time upon tne material breacn by tne other 
ty of any term, ccr.ver.cntf or ccnc'ition c:n-P £ ^ 
ach tained herein, said termination for matsriai tre  
to be effective within 30 days upon written notice 
of such termination to the other party. The pnarmacy 
requests written documentation of the reason(s) for 
such cancellation. 
SUPERIOR CARE PHARMACY FACILITY 
Bv:AK>V\\ , \NC 
T i t l e : (JkVL/ 
Date : 
S=~.zx9 Zr/. J-~&???/ 
(SC1)2XrCVfy 
F^(£C1)2:2-3C53 
VENDOR PHARMACY AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective (date) 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 975 w^ rry n='/ 1 =- = 
Salt Lcke Citv. UT 81117 (referred to as " > 5 r -
Bauntiful Nursino i Rehabilitation 
armacy") and 
located at 
350 East AGO North. Stfl. UT 8^010 (referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
1. Comply with ail state and federal laws and regulations 
and tne policy and procedures manual as may be ame.ncec 
from time to time and as incorporated herein by 
ra f srsrjpe 
Deliver promptly to the Facility any prescriptions and 
suooiies excec: for circumstances and ccnciticns ceycr.c 
its ccncroi wnicn shall expressly induce, cut not 
be limited to, cut of stock situations. If, for any 
reason, the Pharmacy is unable to deliver recueste: 
item(s) within a reasonable time, the Pharmacy snail 
promptly notify the Facility of its inability to 
deliver, tnereoy terminating the resocnsiciiities of 
tne Pharmacy therein. 
Provide continuous service, and in accordance therewith 
shall be available for delivery during every day of 
week, and shall provide medications on an emergency 
basis wnenever necessary. 
tne 
*i a Submit bills for each patient in conformity with 
usual and proper method of billing recuired or accepted 
under the respective reimbursement or payment plans, 
and provide information to the Facility relating to 
tne drugs ana supolies furnished to tne patients 
tnerein. 
5. Provide ecuipment necessary for the Facility's drug 
cistrioution system. Tnis equipment is listed in tne 
addendum to this agreement. 
c. Provide copies of Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical 
Services Policy and Procedure Manual. 
Facility agrees to: 
1. Comply with ell state and federal laws and regulations 
and the policy and procedures manual as may be amended 
from time to time and as incorporated herein by 
reference. 
2. Notify the Pharmacy as to the billing status of each 
patient receiving medications or supplies and com-
municate promptly to the Pharmacy any chance in 
diiiing status or source of reimoursement for each 
patient. Facility also agrees to provide Pharmacy 
reasonable access to patient records which are 
necessary for tne performance of the duties herein. 
3. Pay for any drugs, supplies, or ancillary ecuipmer.t 
purchased on its own account and shall remit payment 
en same promptly upon receipt of dill from Pharmacy. 
In ail instances where the Facility processes diiiing 
and remittance on dehaif of the Pharmacy, the Facility 
agrees to promptly process said claims received 
from the Pharmacy and uccn receipt of payment shall 
promptly remit same to the Pharmacy. 
&. Pefrain from copying or allowing to de COP led any 
part of the Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical 
Services Policy and Procedure Manual. In acciticn, 
Facility will return all copies of such pnarmacy 
manual to Superior Care Pharmacy in the event tnis 
agreement is terminated by either party for any reason. 
Should Facility fail to return any of the Pharmacy 
Policy and Procedure Manuals, Facility agrees to 
indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy in the amount of 375 
per copy. 
It is agreed by both Facility and Pharmacy: 
1. It is agreed that the Facility and the Patients 
therein reserve the express right to purchase and 
ootain prescriptions and supplies from other sources, 
at any time, and in accordance therewith the Pharmacy 
snail not necessarily have exclusive right to supply 
ana furnish said items, provided, however, t.nat tne 
Facility snail .vnenever possible use the Pharmacy 
nerein as veneer. 
n s £ v z r» I c r L- 1 ^ ^ w *. Z .Z *>i i , o l i t 
. - * • - - a ^ r ' 
'ncr^ccy ns Scic rTiEr.Ticcy sr«cil 
A. 
_.ii sucm.ttec cy u~; 
nave access to all reasonac.e ar.c necessary cocuments 
and recoros tnat wcuic, in tne clscretion cr" tne 
Pharmacy, tend to sustain its claim. Furtner, wnere 
the Facility is an intermediary in the processing of 
said claim, the said Facility shall promptly furnish 
the Pharmacy any information regarding tne status of 
the claim with the Pharmacy. 
This agreement shall not be assigned by either party 
hereto. 
This agreement shall be considered continuous, until 
terminated by either party by issuing 30 days notice 
thereof in writing. 
n~r 
,-rsuant to Sec t ion 1355 X (Y) (1) ( I ) of T i t l e 42 of the United 
:ates Code, u n t i l t h e e x p i r a t i o n of four U ) years a f t e r the 
irmination fa t h i s c o n t r a c t , the Pharmacy s h a l l make a v a i i a o i e , 
n wr i t t en r e q u e s t , to the Sec re t a ry of the U n i t e ' d States 
r 
2 t 
2rt.Ti2.nt of Health and Human Services, or upon recuest to tne 
•motroiier General Accounting Office, or of any of t.neir cuiy 
itnorized representatives, a cocy of this contract and sucn 
:cks, oocuments and recorcs as are necessary to certify tne 
•ture anc extent of the costs of the services proviced by tr.e 
•.armacy uncer this agreement. The Pharmacy further agrees tne; 
ne event the .wharma~ cy carries out any of its duties under 
s Agreement throuon a subcontract, with a value cr cost of Ten 
wi 
cusand Dollars (3iO,CQO) or more over a twelve mcntn period, 
tn a related crcanizaticn, such contract shall contain a cl 
the effect that until tne expiration of such subcontract, t 
istec organization snail make availaole, uccnwritten recuest 
tne Secretary cf the L'nitec States General Accounting Office, 
: U S; 
'ne 
."pii 
c: 
r any cuiy autnorizec representatives, a copy or sucn 
uccontract and such cocks, documents and recorcs cf sucn 
;aniz=tion as are necessary to verify the nature anc extent of 
Suoerlor Care Pharmacy 
Title rf)si-Z^2_ 
;V ,V _-W-C 
V-W 
(J 
5J~.:£5 -NO EQUIPMENT - DRUG DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
T.-.e Pnarmecy agrees to provide the following equipment as part cf 
:."= drug distribution system: 
Quantity Item Model # Serial 8 Date Provided 
The Facility agrees that ownership cf the Items listed above 
remains with the Pharmacy. 
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 
Replacement and repair of the adove listed equipment as a'resuit 
cf normal wear and tear shall be the responsibility cf the 
Pharmacy. 
The Facility is responsible for any replacement and recair 
charges which resiut from misuse of equipment by Facility 
personnel. The Facility is also responsible for keeping 
equipment clean and in good working order. 
KEYS 
A duoiicste set cf keys will be provided for ail carts provide 
by the Pharmacy. Reolacements or extra copies of keys shall b 
tne responsibility of' the Facility. 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
-J 
n : ether terms and conditions of the Pharmaceutical Service: 
creement shall apply to this agreement. 
EXHIBIT B 
JOKES, WALDO, HOLBEOOK & MCDONOUGH 
A PRO^ESSlONAw CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
SAL" LAKE CH"V QT ICE 
15 OO TlRST INTERSTATE PLAZA 
170 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
POST OT ICE BOX 45444 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 6414 5*0444 
TELEPHONE (6O1) 521-3200 
TAX (OOt) 3 2 0 - 0 5 3 7 
WASHINGTON Q.C. QrriCE 
SUITE ©OO 
2 3 0 0 M STREET, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20037-143© 
TELEPHONE (202) 2»©-S©50 
FAX (202) 283-2SOO 
S~ GEORGE OrriCE 
THE TABERNACLE TOWER BLDG. 
2 * 0 EAST TABERNACLE 
ST. GEORGE, UTAH 04770-2076 
TELEPHONE (OOl) C28-IC27 
FAX ( 0 0 1 ) 6 2 6 - 5 2 2 5 
PRQVO Or COUNSEL QrrtCE 
HIL^, HARRISON £ HILL 
SUITE 2 0 0 
3319 NORTH UNIVERSITY 
PROVO, UTAH 6 4 Q 0 4 - 4 4 6 4 
TELEPHONE (601 )375 -0000 
TAX (601) 3 7 5 - 3 6 6 5 
IN REPLY RErER TO: 
Salt Lake City 
July 29, 1994 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
Superior Care Pharmacy 
975 Wood Oak Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Re: Notice of Termination of Vendor Agreements 
Dear Madams and Sirs: 
As legal counsel for Rocky Mountain Care-Bountiful located at 350 South 400 East, 
Bountiful, UT ("Bountiful"), we have been authorized to prepare and send this letter as 
notification that Bountiful does hereby exercise its rights under the vendor agreements with 
Superior Care Pharmacy to terminate said vendor agreements for pharmacy, I.V. and other 
services (except consulting services), subject to thirty (30) days written notice. Accordingly, 
these vendor agreements will be terminate effective September 1, 1994. 
Should you have any questions regarding this notice of termination, please contact 
then undersigned. 
Sincerely, 
JONES, WALDCLIftOLBROOK & McDONOUGH 
y N. Walker 
93005.3 
EXHIBIT C 
PEDIOD. 
HAEMACY 
975 Weed Oak Lane 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117 
(801) 266-3999 
(SCO) 345-5369 
FAX (801) 262-3053 
VENDOR PHARMACY AGREEMENT 
September 19, 1990 This agreement becomes effective (date) 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 
Salt Lake City, UT 84117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and 
975 Wood Oak Lane 
Clearfield Nursing & Rehabilitation located at 
1450 S. 1500 £.,Clearfield, UT 84015 (referred to as "Facility") 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
1. Comply with all state and federal laws and regulations 
and the policy and procedures manual as may be amended 
from time to time and as incorporated herein by 
reference. 
2. Deliver promptly to the Facility any prescriptions and 
supplies except for circumstances and conditions beyond 
its control which shall expressly include, but not 
be limited to, out of stock situations. If, for any 
reason, the Pharmacy is unable to deliver requested 
item(s) within a reasonable time, the Pharmacy shall 
promptly notify the Facility of its inability to 
deliver, thereby terminating the responsibilities of 
the Pharmacy therein. 
3. Provide continuous service, and in accordance therewith 
shall be available for delivery during every day of the 
week, and shall provide medications on an emergency 
basis whenever necessary. 
4. Submit bills for each patient in conformity with the 
usual and proper method of billing required or accepted 
under the respective reimbursement or payment plans, 
and provide information to the Facility relating to 
the drugs and supplies furnished to the patients 
therein. 
08/20/90 
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In the event of any dispute arising from any claim or 
bill submitted by the Pharmacy, the said Pharmacy shall 
have access to all reasonable and necessary documents 
and records that would, in the discretion of the 
Pharmacy, tend to sustain its claim. Further, where 
the Facility is an intermediary In the processing of 
said claim, the said Facility shall promptly furnish 
the Pharmacy any information regarding the status of 
the claim with the Pharmacy. 
to 
This agreement 
hereto. 
shall not be assigned by either party 
4. This agreement shall be considered continuous, until 
terminated by either party by issuing 30 days notice 
thereof in writing. 
Pursuant to Section 1395 X (V) (1) (I) of 
States Code, until the expiration of four 
termination fo this contract, the Pharmacy 
upon written request, to the Secretary of 
Department of Health and Human Services, o 
Comptroller General Accounting Office, or 
authorized representatives, a copy of this 
books, documents and records as are necess 
nature and extent of the costs of the serv 
Pharmacy under this agreement. The Pharma 
in the event the Pharmacy carries out any 
this Agreement through a subcontract, with 
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) or more over a 
with a related organization, such contract 
to the effect that until the expiration of 
related organization shall make available, 
to the Secretary of the United States Gene 
or any duly authorized representatives, a 
subcontract and such books, documents and 
organization as are necessary to verify th 
cost. 
Title 42 of the United 
(4) years after the 
shall make available, 
the United States 
r upon request to the 
of any of their duly 
contract and such 
ary to certify the 
ices provided by the 
cy further agrees that 
of its duties under 
a value or cost of Ten 
twelve month period, 
shall contain a clause 
such subcontract, the 
uponwritten request 
ral Accounting Office, 
copy of such 
records of such 
e nature and extent of 
Superior Care Pharmacy^ 
Title 
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT - DRUG DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
The Pharmacy agrees to provide the following equipment as part of 
the drug distribution system: 
Quantity Item Model 8 Serial 8 Date Provlriprl 
The Facility agrees that ownership of the items listed above 
remains with the Pharmacy. 
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 
Replacement and repair of the above listed equipment as a*resiiilt 
of normal wear and tear shall be the responsibility of the 
Pharmacy. 
The Facility is responsible for any replacement and repair 
charges which reslut from misuse of equipment by Facility 
personnel. The Facility is also responsible for keeping 
equipment clean and in good working order. 
KEYS 
A duplicate set of keys will be provided for all carts provided 
by the Pharmacy. Replacements or extra copies of keys shall be 
the responsibility of the Facility. 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
All other terms and conditions of the Pharmaceutical Services 
Aareement shall apply to this agreement. 
PERIOD^ 
HADMACY 
CU1 Nam* * Ctr *omm 
975WoodOak Lane 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117 
(801)266-3999 
(800)345-5889 
FAX(801)262-3053 
I.V. THERAPY SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective (date) spnfpmhpr 19 1990 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 975 Wnnrf nak i anp 
Salt Lake Citv. UT 84117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and 
Clearfield Nursing & Rehab 1 If tat inn located at 
U50 S. 1500 E.. Clearfield. UT 84015 (referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
1) Provide I.V. Therapy Services in accord with accepted 
professional practices and in compliance with all 
state and federal laws; 
2) Provide the services of a Registered Nurse (R.N.) 
I.V. Therapist to assist the facility with I.V. 
patient care by offering education and training to 
facility staff and assistance in monitoring the progrc 
within the facility; 
3) Provide specialized equipment in good and proper 
working order which is necessary for administration 
of I.V. medication, and to regularly service this 
equipment. 
4) Provide all medical supplies and consumable items 
required for I.V. therapy; 
5) Provide pharmaceuticals and drugs as ordered by a 
qualified physician to patients within the facility 
for whom such orders have been received on a seven 
days per week, 24 hours per day basis; and 
6) Provide appropriate and timely billing statements to 
the facility in accord with facility's normal billing 
cycle. 
7) Provide copies of Superior Care Pharmacy's I.V. 
Policy and Procedure Manual. 
FACILITY agrees to: 
1) Notify the pharmacy promptly as to the billing status 
of each patient receiving I.V. services; 
2) Remit payment to the pharmacy within 30 days of 
receipt of statement for those patients who are 
receiving I.V. services reimbursable under Medicare A. 
3) Maintain I.V. therapy equipment clean and free from 
misuse or abuse; and 
A) Refrain from copying or allowing to be copied any 
part of the Superior Care Pharmacy's I.V. Policy 
and Procedure Manual. In addition, Facility will 
return all copies of such I.V. manual to Superior 
Care Pharmacy in the event this agreement is terminate! 
by either party for any reason. Should Facility fail 
to return any of the I.V. Policy and Procedure Manuals 
Facility agrees to indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy 
in the amount of $75 per copy. 
In addition to the aforementioned items, both parties to this 
contract agree to the following: 
1) Facility shall defend, indemnify, protect, and hold 
harmless Superior Care Pharmacy, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated organizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost, claim, and demand 
whatsoever of any kind of nature, including reasonable 
attorney's fees, arising directly or indirectly from 
any of its acts or omissions; 
2) Superior Care Pharmacy shall defend, indemnify, 
protect and hold harmless Facility, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated organizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost claim, and demand 
whatsoever of any kind or nature, including reasonable 
attorney's fees, arising directly or indirectly from 
actions taken or omissions made by Superior Care 
Pharmacy; 
08/17/90 
3) Pursuant to Section X (V) (1) of Title 42 of the 
United States Code, until the expiration of four (4) years after the termination of this Agreement, 
Superior Care Pharmacy shall make available, upon 
written request of the Secretary of the United 
States Department of Health and Human Services, or 
upon request of the Controller General of the 
United States Accounting Office, or any of their 
duly authorized representatives, a copy of this 
Agreement and such books, documents, and records 
as are necessary to certify the nature and extent 
of the costs of the services provided by Superior 
Care Pharmacy under this agreement; 
4) Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to comply with Title 
VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and all require-
ments imposed by or pursuant to the regulation of 
the Department of Health and Human Services (45 C.F.R., 
Part 80) issued pursuant to that Title, to the end 
that, no person in the United States shall, on the 
ground of race, color, national origin, or handicap, 
be excluded from participation in, be denied of 
benefits of, or be otherwise subjected to discrimina-
tion under any program or activity for which Federal 
funds are used in support of the Superior Care 
Pharmacy activities; 
5) Facility grants Superior Care Pharmacy the rights to 
utilize the name of Facility on any client lists sub-
mitted by Superior Care Pharmacy to other prospective 
client. Superior Care Pharmacy shall also be entitled 
to represent to third parties that Superior Care 
Pharmacy has entered into this Agreement with 
facility and is rendering infusion therapy services 
at the facility; 
6) Neither party hereto shall assign this Agreement of 
any of the rights or duties hereunder to any third 
party without first obtaining written consent of 
the other party; 
7) Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver 
all documents, papers, and instruments necessary to 
conveniently carry out the terms of this Agreement; 
8) In the event of any suit under this Agreement, there 
shall be allowed to the prevailing party, to be 
included in any judgement recovered, reasonable 
attorney's fees to be fixed by the court; and 
3) Either party may terminate this Agreement at 
any time upon the material breach by the other 
party of any term, convenant. or condition con-
tained herein, said termination for material breach 
to be effective within 30 days upon written notice 
of such termination to the other party. The pharmacy 
requests written documentation of the reason(s) for 
such cancellation. 
SUPERIOR CARE PHARMACY FACILITY 
By 
Title 
Date: 
A - ^ Title: ^ ^ ^ 
Date: 
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zztazn all zcvizi <:•>' buzk I .'J ... ~ * - s ,. - ? 
Cs.te Pkaxmazu -in Zkz zvznZ : ! u i £^ - iz^znZ i i 
' - an u •* £ £ y<? 'i i ' l . u wi 
rzzility iai'i Zz -zztz-zn any ci Zkz 1 .7 . Pzllzy 
and ? zczzd'zzz Manuals. razilizy agzzzs Z: indznni{y 
Sapzzic-z Cazz Pkazxazy in tkz axcinZ ci $75.10 
p e t Z'2'QtJ; 
PAYMENT TERMS: Payment C/i ?t<±ll ±hzii bl xadl 
uizkin ZniiZif [50] daifS 1-zcm t ' ie dazz z: . cnvccs i : 
) ~.VrE.<ES7 /-i\f C'ER^'dE vA'/.uE.VrS : 
n^C t e i e i v - i i if/t/'i-iiL C/ictC:/ 
'.. ; ^ ,-,, »^  • ? • / ' * ! ' ' ' * — 
v ; « . - * . / j * •« * ? 
i - i t e c.i dzllvzzy, zkz unpaid batanzz ±kall :•: 
s-i-ie j- ie: : - cnce td iC .:C Cne trice :{ cm p e t C M : [ ''• ' 
p e t mcntk, cz i* mzk -zatz .shall zzzzzd z'>iz nazi^u:-
zzZZ cl intzzziZ allcivzd by taw, Z'mn SnZZzzsZ 
ina 11 bz zka-zzzd at tkz max in tin zzZZ; and 
7) COLLECTION COSTS AHV ATTORNEY'S FEES: l{ Zlxzly 
-czymznt i i ncZ madz and it bzzcxz* nzzzi-ya-y ^ ; : 
3'dc.x.mcz:. i t to k-izz t;i a tCJ t ; i e : / Z: o ^ : i . . : c:il\zZ 
Ca?.;r Zk*i ra~i<:*y .ij tV' . t •*: "Z" z<'. -:^') :\ 
c : lizz Zicn, inctadlng ZC.LXZ c . i C i and : :.t :c;-^c ••.: 
i C * ^ t / t e : / ' i v e e i , ii'/rec/iet -iac/i c j i " ^ .::-^ idzazzza 
with ca witkctjiZ CZJCLL azZ icn. 
o tkz a.{c iznznticdzd ±tzm9 botk vazZiz. 
{c Having : 
W / i ». J - - d u . — « - -
u i i : ; i : , / ;tc e:.i:i/.•»:/, c i JClcCt *;:-/ J Fazility thai I <J " •-•^•-' 
/i-j^d 'r.t:.7i<!e:,i S a o c t i c t C:i.:e ?/:n. t.-nac^/ • c C i - ; • 
y / : e c : J : i , a ? < i Lizz id c-zganizzZicm , zr^l: :/•:•: i 
•z;:i j u e ; i C i , ^./ti e.:^^ j - # Caerr - ' u n L:: / znd zli 
iizb it LZU, cb l i qz Z icn, dzmzgz, 2c a a, zcbZ, 
c'izim, and dzmznd wkztACZvti c$ znu kind a 
nzZuzz, -inzind ing \zzicnzb lz zt i cnnzu ' i yzzh, 
zziiZnc dinzzZ'iu en indiizzZiu £ncn znu c ^  c Ci 
zzZ* on cmi^^ion*; 
S>zpznicn Cznz Pkz.inzzy tkzil dz^znd, indznni?tu, 
pneZzcZ znd hold kcnmtza l-zzililv, /*.* C^i-izz\h, 
V ('. zzz Zc t .„, zi Q i lizZ?.d cngzn [zxZicn^ . zr.?Ic.ji? J 
a;:d zgznZi, znd zzzk c ^ Zkzm ticm znu znd zii 
iizb iliZu, cb HgzZlen, dzxzgz, lea, c c i t , cdcc/n, 
c ; : i dznznd wkzZ iczvzz e< an.y .c c;ii zzii'ng di'ZzZi:/ 
c •. IndinzzZlu licm zzzicni Zzdzn c : en •:: i c:;:i 
/7:^-''d 61/ S u p e i c e i Cz.:4 P/ti.t.-nr.c:/; 
? ' i - t i t :a ; t t Zc SzzZicn X (V) I 7 J c i 7-c:Zi J : C* C/ie 
lldizzd S<ZzZZi Ccdz, unZit Zkz zip izzzioi c{ :':'-:: 
l - j j / e i v i z*tzz Zfnz ZZnminzZicn e\ Ik i i A^: :-:.T:C;:C , 
Susc-i-cc-: C^.te Pkzn^zzu *IICLII mz'zz Z'jziizblz. 'j.ccn 
wniZZzn nzo'zZ^Z c{ Zkz SzzizZznu c{ Zkz Lnizid 
SZzZZi OzvznZvznZ c-i HzziZk znd Hunzn SzzvizZi, 
en zpen nzqaZiZ c< C/'ie. Ccrcci-tc e d i t G-d>ie:cd ^; Zkz 
Unizzd SZzZZh AzzcunZing Q{{izz, en znu c{ Z:\zi\ 
Z'zlij zzZkczizzd nzpnz^ZnZzZi^Zb, z zecu c < C-ici 
AgnzzvznZ znd .JUC;I i c c t i , ccc^m^-ic i , i ; : i : e : : : i - i 
c< c/ie. c^i-t-i c-J c/ii - i e t v e e i i v.cvidzd b:j S-zczzic: 
5/: c-5 C/ii C c v c i .^cj/iCi Ac t : - f?5- ' ^ ; : i ' c d £ 
5 e : v - c c e i ( - 5 C . r . , < . P^. t t SO) Ls.yzzd pziuiznZ Z: 
ZkzZ T-iZiz, Zc Zkz znd ZkzZ nc czucn in Zkz Llnizzd 
SCzZH ikzll, en zkz gncznd c ^ izzz, zcicn, .zzZi:nz 
cxLqin, : : kznd i<zz?, bz zxzizdzd \c\* pziziziczZi:-: 
in, b-z d^nizri c\ bznz\ L :* , cz \z J Zkz vx i : : : - ; i ; i : : : 
Z: u-c : c : in-inzZicn undzz znu picgizn c 1 zz".'-;;Z:j 
v? 1 ivkizk Fzdzizi yznd 1 a : I 'i-izd in suvpciZ ::. 
Zk-Z SusZ 1 ic-x CziZ ?kz\mzz:j zzZiv LZiZi; 
rzzitiZu giznZ-i SapazJ.c-i Cznz ?kz\mzz:j c/ie 
nigkZ^ Zc 'zZiiizz Zkz nzxz c\ rzzi'iiZJ en znu 
ziiznt c l c i t i tubmiZZzd bu Sapziicz Cznz Pkzz^zzJ 
Zc czlizz one ioe.cC ivz zliznZ*. Sa?zzi:z Zznz 
Pkzzvzzu ikzil zisc bz znZiZizd Zc izciziznZ zc 
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tne relate: orcanizsticn s in a 11 make evaiiecie, ueon wri 
t: cne Secretary of tne United Scares General Accountln: Office, c: 
any cuiy authorized representatives, a copy of such succcntract a.-,: 
such peeks, documents and records of sucn organization as are 
necessary to verify the nature and extent of cost. 
Sucerinr Care DherT:a'r/ 
Title 1/uU 
Clear ft eld Nursina J Rena':?l' 
By v '/A/i" —-' J'-T-^ .-V-W ~~>- ' 
Title ^ U..A,». . 
itatir-
SUPPLIES AMD EQUIPMENT - DRUG DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
Tne Pharmacy agrees to provide the following equipment as part of 
the drug distribution system: 
r • i ^ < • « - . :TI Mccel = S e r i a l 8 Pot ; p rO' / :^ed 
1 : 1 • »/ : : y a g r e e s t n a t cwnersn ip 
r e g a i n s with tne Pharmacy. 
: £ r - * P S -MP MAINTENANCE 
• n > / 
.".
=z'="~7.=nr ~n'n r e - ~ ' r or t n s ^oove :" s"ec ecui zment as a r: 
of n^^m*' wsa1* ano tear snail oe tne responsibility of tne 
maty 
. • - «• _ . i _ ^ . . y . • ^ - - • - • y ~ ~ . _ . . I i ~ -
. ~ w w . • ^ . *\ . » o p. v * 
• ( T V ' 
. •„ - - C - w » *c7 3 W l ^ i i:2 J I C - V I I C Z 
- / v.P.-r « i i c I - i cCy . .»z- -cCrfT.cn LS 'J I r X _ . c C ~ J I C 5 C« Xcy; sna. 
'E-MS -NP CI?: J I j i . z 
-.C *. crfiicf! - 3 f i ' : - i c L C _ / ~C- CHii cQ rccfTIcT.' 
EXHIBIT E 
J O N E S , V^LDO, HOLBHOOZ & MCDOKOUGE 
A »ROrcS5iONAk CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
SALT LAKE C f ^ Qrr\zz 
ISOO rtRS* INTERSTATE PLAZA 
170 SOUTH MAIN STREET 
POST o r n c E BOX 43444 
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 64(45-0444 
TELEPHONE (SOI) 521-3200 
TAX ( 6 0 1 ) 3 2 6 - 0 5 3 7 
WASHINGTON, o.e. o^^teg 
SUITE 9 0 0 
2 3 0 0 M STREET, N.W. 
WASHINGTON, D.C 20037-1430 
TELEPHONE (202) 2 9 6 - 5 9 S O 
FAX (202) 283-2SO© 
ST. GEORGE O ^ ' C t 
THE TABERNACLE TOWER BLOG. 
249 EAST TABERNACLE 
ST. GEORGE, UTAH 64770-2076 
TELEPHONE (BOO 026-1027 
rAX (601)026-5225 
PROvo or eouwsc o^ncc 
MILL. HARRISON & HILL 
SUITE 200 
331© NORTH UNIVERSITY 
PROVO, UTAH 6 4 6 0 4 * 4 4 6 4 
TELEPHONE (001 )375 -0000 
TAX ( 6 0 1 ) 3 7 5 - 3 6 0 5 
• N REPLY REFER TO: 
Salt Lake City 
July 29, 1994 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
Superior Care Pharmacy 
975 Wood Oak Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Re: Notice of Termination of Vendor Agreements 
Dear Madams and Sirs: 
As legal counsel for Clearfield Nursing & Rehabilitation Center located at 1450 South 
1500 East, Clearfield, Ut ("Clearfield"), we have been .authorized to prepare and send this 
letter as notification that Clearfield does hereby exercise its rights under the vendor 
agreements with Superior Care Pharmacy to terminate said vendor agreements for pharmacy, 
I.V. and other services (except consulting services), subject to thirty (30) days written notice. 
Accordingly, these vendor agreements will be terminate effective September 1, 1994. 
Should you have any questions regarding this notice of termination, please contact the 
undersigned. 
JONES, WALDO, 
erely, 
BROOK & MCDONOUGH 
N. Walker 
930Q5.1 
EXHIBIT F 
975 Weed Ock Lane 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84117 
(801)266-3999 
(800)245-5889 
FAX(301)262-2053 
I.V. THERAPY SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective (date) Seotemhpr I9r 1990 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 975 Wonri Hak i ?np 
Salt Lake City, UT 84117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and 
Valley View Nursing b. Rehabilitation located at 
4150 W. 3375 S. West Vallev. UT 84120 (referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
1) Provide I.V. Therapy Services in accord with accepted 
professional practices and in compliance with all 
state and federal laws; 
2) Provide the services of a Registered Nurse (R.N.) 
I.V. Therapist to assist the facility with I.V. 
patient care by offering education and training to 
facility staff and assistance in monitoring the progra 
within the facility; 
3) Provide specialized equipment in good and proper 
working order which is necessary for administration 
of I.V. medication, and to regularly service this 
equipment. 
4) Provide all medical supplies and consumable items 
required for I.V. therapy; 
5) Provide pharmaceuticals and drugs as ordered by a 
qualified physician to patients within the facility 
for whom such orders have been received on a seven 
days per week, 24 hours per day basis; and 
6) Provide appropriate and timely billing statements to 
the facility in accord with facility's normal billing 
cycle. 
EQIO& 
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7) Provide copies of Superior Care Pharmacy's I.V. 
Policy and Procedure Manual. 
FACILITY agrees to: 
1) Notify the pharmacy promptly as to the billing status 
of each patient receiving I.V. services; 
2) Remit payment to the pharmacy within 30 days of 
receipt of statement for those patients who are 
receiving I.V. services reimbursable under Medicare'A. 
3) Maintain I.V. therapy equipment clean and free from 
misuse or abuse; and 
4) Refrain from copying or allowing to be copied any 
part of the Superior Care Pharmacy's I.V. Policy 
and Procedure Manual. In addition, Facility will 
return all copies of such I.V. manual to Superior 
Care Pharmacy in the event this agreement is terminatec 
by either party for any reason. Should Facility fail 
to return any of the I.V. Policy and Procedure Manuals, 
Facility agrees to indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy 
in the amount of $75 per copy. 
In addition to the aforementioned items, both parties to this 
contract agree to the following: 
1) Facility shall defend, indemnify, protect, and hold 
harmless Superior Care Pharmacy, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated organizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost, claim, and demand 
whatsoever of any kind of nature, including reasonable 
attorney's fees, arising directly or indirectly from 
any of its acts or omissions; 
2) Superior Care Pharmacy shall defend, indemnify, 
protect and hold harmless Facility, its Officers, 
Directors, affiliated organizations, employees and 
agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost claim, and demand 
whatsoever of any kind or nature, including reasonable 
attorney's fees, arising directly or indirectly from 
actions taken or omissions made by Superior Care 
Pharmacy; 
08/17/90 
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9) Either party may terminate this Agreement at 
any time upon the material breach by the other 
oaky of any term. convenant. or condition con-
tained herein, said termination for material breach 
to be effective within 30 days upon written notice 
of such termination to the other party. The pharmacy 
requests written documentation of the reason(s) for 
such cancellation. 
SUPERIOR CARE PHARMACY FACILITYN ft\\f^V> ^ 
By: J^nhpAAM/JfrfrCc. „ B v ' 5 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ) Q 
Title: 'QAJAJ J . Title: X ^ ^ ^ * ^ f c % o 
Date: Oate: 
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HAEMACY 
975 Wood Oak Lane 
Sett Lake City. Utah 84117 
(801)2664909 
(800)305-5889 
FAX(801) 262-3053 
VENDOR PHARMACY AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective (date) September 19. 1990 
between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 975 Wood Oak Lane 
Salt Lake City, UT 84117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and 
Valley View Nursing h Rehabilitation located at 
4150 W. 3375 S. West Valley, UT 84120 (referred to as "Facility") 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
1. Comply with ail 
and the policy 
from time to time 
reference. 
state and federal laws and regulations 
and procedures manual as may be amended 
and as incorporated herein by 
2. Deliver promptly to the Facility any prescriptions and 
supplies except for circumstances and conditions beyond 
its control which shall expressly include, but not 
be limited to, out of stock situations. If, for any 
reason, the Pharmacy is unable to deliver requested 
item(s) within a reasonable time, the Pharmacy shall 
promptly notify the Facility of its inability to 
deliver, thereby terminating the responsibilities of 
the Pharmacy therein. 
3. Provide continuous service, and in accordance therewith 
shall be available for delivery during every day of the 
week, and shall provide medications on an emergency 
basis whenever necessary. 
4. Submit bills for each patient in conformity with the 
usual and proper method of billing required or accepted 
under the respective reimbursement or payment plans, 
and provide information to the Facility relating to 
the drugs and supplies furnished to the patients 
therein. 
08/20/90 
5. Provide equipment necessary for the Facility's drug 
distribution system. This equipment is listed in the 
addendum to this agreement. 
6. Provide copies of Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical 
Services Policy and Procedure Manual. 
Facility agrees to: 
1. Comply with all state and federal laws and regulations 
and the policy and procedures manual as may be amended 
from time to time and as incorporated herein by 
reference. 
2. Notify the Pharmacy as to the billing status of each 
patient receiving medications or supplies* and com-
municate promptly to the Pharmacy any change in 
billing status or source of reimbursement for each 
patient. Facility also agrees to provide Pharmacy 
reasonable access to patient records which are 
necessary for the performa-:e of the duties herein. 
3. Pay for any drugs, supplie. - ancillary equipment 
purchased on its own accoun. shall remit payment 
on same promptly upon receipt Ull from Pharmacy. 
In all instances where the Faci__.y processes billing 
and remittance on behalf of the Pnarmacy, the Facility 
agrees to promptly process said claims received 
from the Pharmacy and upon receipt of payment shall 
promptly remit same to the Pharmacy. 
4. Refrain from copying or allowing to be cooied any 
part of the Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical 
Services Policy and Procedure Manual. In addition, 
Facility will return all copies of such pharmacy 
manual to Superior Care Pharmacy in the event this 
agreement is terminated by either party for any reason. 
Should Facility fail to return any of the Pharmacy 
Policy and Procedure Manuals, Facility agrees to 
indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy in the amount of $75 
per copy. 
It is agreed by both Facility and Pharmacy: 
1. It is agreed that the Facility and the Patients 
therein reserve the express right to purchase and 
obtain prescriptions and supplies from other sources, 
at any time, and in accordance therewith the Pharmacy 
shall not necessarily have exclusive right to supply 
and furnish said items, provided, however, that the 
Facility shall whenever possible use the Pharmacy 
herein as vendor. 
2. In the event of any dispute arising from any claim or 
bill submitted by the Pharmacy, the said Pharmacy shall 
have access to all reasonable and necessary documents 
and records that would, in the discretion of the 
Pharmacy, tend to sustain its claim. Further, where 
the Facility is an intermediary in the processing of 
said claim, the said Facility shall promptly furnish to 
the Pharmacy any information regarding the status of 
the claim with the Pharmacy. 
3. This agreement shall not be assigned by either party 
hereto. 
4. This agreement shall be considered continuous, until 
terminated by either party by issuing 30 days notice 
thereof in writing. 
Pursuant to Section 1395 X (V) (1) (I) of Title 42 of the United 
States Code, until the expiration of four (4) years after the 
termination fo this contract, the Pharmacy shall make available, 
upon written request, to the Secretary of the United States 
Department of Health and Human Services, or upon request to the 
Comptroller General Accounting Office, or of any of their duly 
authorized representatives, a copy of this contract and such 
books, documents and records as are necessary to certify the 
nature and extent of the costs of the services provided by the 
Pharmacy under this agreement. The Pharmacy further agrees that 
in the event the Pharmacy carries out any of its duties under 
this Agreement throuoh a subcontract, with a value or cost of Ten 
Thousand Dollars ($10,000) or more over a twelve month period, 
with a related organization, such contract shall contain a clause 
to the effect that until the expiration of such subcontract, the 
related organization shall make available, uponwritten request 
to the Secretary of the United States General Accounting Office, 
or any duly authorized representatives, a copy of such 
subcontract and such books, documents and records of such 
organization as are necessary to verify the nature and extent of 
cost. 
Superior Care Pharmacy^ VrA\cv_\ y \ £ A . O 
By JhiMksW&faU^ ^f^^^^Z^^J^ ~ 
Title (\AJU^ Title Kc^wl— . 
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT - DRUG DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
The Pharmacy agrees to provide the following equipment as part of 
the drug distribution system: 
Quantity Item Model » Serial # Date Provided 
The Facility agrees that ownership of the items listed above 
remains with the Pharmacy. 
REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE 
Replacement and repair of the above listed equipment as a*result 
of normal wear and tear shall be the responsibility of the 
Pharmacy. 
The Facility is responsible for any replacement and repair 
charges which reslut from misuse of equipment by Facility 
personnel. The Facility is also responsible for keeping 
equipment clean and in good working order. 
KEYS 
A duplicate set of keys will be provided for all carts provided 
by the Pharmacy. Replacements or extra copies of keys shall be 
the responsibility of the Facility. 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
All other terms and conditions of the Pharmaceutical Services 
Aareement shall apply to this agreement. 
EXHIBIT G 
VENDOR PHARMACY AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective July 31, 1992 between Superior Care Pharmacy located at 
975 Wood Oak Lane, Salt Lake City, I T 84117, (referred to as "Pharmacy") and Valley View 
Nursing & Rehabilitation Center, located at 4150 West 3375 South, West Valley, UT 8-120 
(referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Pharmacy agree to: 
1. Comply with all state and federal laws and regulations and the 
Policy and Procedures Manual as may be amended from time to 
time and as incorporated herein by reference; 
2. Deliver promptly to the Facility any prescriptions and supplies 
except for circumstances and conditions beyond its control which 
shall expressly include, but not be limited to, out of stock 
situations. If, for any reason, the Pharmacy is unable to deliver 
requested item(s) within a reasonable time, the Pharmacy shall 
promptly notify the Facility of its inability to deliver, thereby 
terminating ±e responsibilities of the Pharmacy therein; 
3. Provide continuous service, and in accordance therewith shall be 
available for delivery during every day of the week, and shall 
provide medications on an emergency basis whenever necessary; 
4. Submit bills for ezch patient in conformity with the usual and 
proper method of billing required or accepted under the respective 
reimbursement or payment plans, and provide informaaon to the 
Facility relating to the drags and supplies furnished to the patients 
therein; 
5. Provide ecuioment necessarv for the Facilitv's drug distribution 
system. This equipment is listed in the addendum to this 
a^rettment: and 
c. Provide copies of Lie Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical 
Services Policy and Procedure Manual. 
Facility agrees to: 
1. Comply with ail state and federal laws and regulations and Lhe 
policy and procedures manual as may be amended from time to 
time and as incorporated herein by reference; 
2. Notify the Pharmacy as to the billing status of each patient 
receiving medications or supplies and communicate promptly to 
the Pharmacy any change in billing status or source of 
reimbursement for each patient. Facility also agrees to provide 
Pharmacy reasonable c^cztss to patient records which are necessary 
for Lhe performance of the dudes herein; 
3. Pay for any drugs, supplies, or ancillary equipment purchased on 
its own account and shall remit payment on same promptly upon 
receiot of bill from Pharmacv. In all instances where the Faciiitv 
processes billing and remittance on behalf of Lhe Pharmacy, Lhe 
Facility agrees to prompdy process said claims received from the 
Pharmacy and upon receipt of payment shall remit same to 
Pharmacy; 
-. Refrain from couvins or allowing to be cooied anv part of the 
Superior Care Pharmacy Pharmaceutical Services Policy and 
Procedure Manual. In addition, Facility will return all copies of 
such pharmacy manual to Superior Care Pharmacy in the event this 
Agreement is terminated bv eiLher partv for anv reason. Should 
Facility fail to return any of Lhe Pharmacy Policy and Procedure 
Manuals, Facility agrees to Indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy in 
the amount of S75.00 per copy; 
5. PAYMENT TERMS: Payment in full shzll be made within thirty 
(30) days from the date of invoice; 
6. INTEREST ON OVERDUE PAYMENTS: If full payment is not 
received within thirty (30) days after the date of delivery, Lhe 
unpaid balance shzll be assessed interest at the rate of one percent 
(1%) per month, or if such rate shall exceed the maximum rate of 
interest allowed by law, then interest shall be charged at the 
maximum rate: and 
7. COLLECTION COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S ?^£S: If timely 
n:re an attorney to pursue collection, including court costs anc 
reasonaoie at:ome\ Ts fee:, whetner sucr. costs are incurred witn cr 
without legal action. 
It is agreed by both Facility and Pharmacy: 
1. It is agreed Lhat the Facility and the patients therein reserve the 
express right to purchase and obtain prescriptions and supplies 
from other sources, at any rime, and in accordance therewith the 
Pharmacy shall not necessarily have exclusive right to supply and 
furnish said items, provided, however, Lhat Lhe Facility shall 
whenever possible use the Pharmacy vendor; 
2. In Lhe event of any disoute arising from any claim or bill submitted 
by the Pharmacy, Lhe said Pharmacy shall have zcctss to all 
reasonable and necessary documents and records that would, in Lhe 
discretion of Lhe Pharmacy, tend to sustain its claim. Funher, 
where the Facility is an intermediary in Lhe processing of said 
claim, the said Facility shall promptly furnish to Lhe Pharmacy any 
information regarding Lhe status of the claim with the Pharmacy; 
3. This Agreement shall not be assigned by eiLher party hereto; and 
4. This Agreement shall be considered continuous, until terminated 
by either par^ by issuing Lhiny (30) days notice Lhereof in writing. 
Pursuant to Section 1395 X (V) (1) (I) of Title -C of the United States Code, until Lhe expiration 
of four (-) years after Lhe termination for this contract. Lhe Pharmacy shall make available, upon 
written recuest, to Lie Secretary of the United States Department of Health and Human Services, 
or upon recuest to the Comptroller General Accounting Office, or of any of Lheir duly autnonzed 
representatives, a copy of Lhis contract and such books, documents and records as are necessary 
to certify the nature and this agreement through a subcontract, with a value or cost of Ten 
Thousand dollars (510,000.00) or more over a twelve (12) month period, with a related 
organization, such contract shall contain a clause to Lhe effect Lhat until Lhe expiration of such 
subcontract, the related organization shall make available, upon written request to Lhe Secretary 
of Lhe United States General Accounting Office, or any duly auLhorized reoresentatives, a coov 
of such subcontract an such books, documents and records of such organization as are necessary 
to verify Lhe nature and extent of cost. 
Suuerior Care Pharmacj ,~ Vailev View Nursing & Rehab 
3v: -*— • ' ' " ** ' •-- Bv: • • / • - ' , • • 
Trie: 
ADDENDUM 
VENDOR P?LAilMACY AGREEMENT 
SUPPLIES AND EOtTTPNfENT - DRUG DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 
The Pharmacy agrees to provide the following equipment as part of the drug distribution system: 
Quantity Item Nfodei - Serial - Date Provided 
The Facility agrees that ownership of the items listed above remains with the Pharmacy. 
RE?AfPS AND MAINTENANCE 
Replacement and repair of the above listed equipment as a result of normal wear and tear shall 
be the responsibility of the Pharmacy. 
The Facility is responsible for any replacement and repair charges which result from misuse of 
equipment by Facility personnel. The Facility is also responsible for Keeping equipment clean 
and in good working order. 
KEYS 
A duolicate set of kevs will be orovided for all cans orovided bv the Pharmacy. Reoiacement 
or extra copies of keys shall be the responsibility of the Facility. 
TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
All other terms and condidcns of the Pharmaceutical Ser/ices Agreement shall aooiv to this 
agreement. 
•TV-*---
I.V. THERAFY SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective July 31, 1992 between Superior Care Pkzmccy located at 975 
Weed Cak Lane, Salt Lake City, LT 8-117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and Valley View 
Nurrlng and Rehabilitation Center located at 4150 West 3375 South, West Valley, I T 8^120 
(referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Phzrxxrj agrees to: 
1. Provide I.V. Therapy Services in accord with accepted 
professional practices and in compliance with all state and federal 
laws; 
2. Provide the services of a Registered Nurse (R.N.) I.V. Therapist 
to assist the Facility with I.V. patient care by offering educaden 
and training to Facility staff and assistance in monitoring the 
program within the Facility; 
3. Provide sz^ziizzz equipment in good and proper working order 
which is necessary for admirisraticn of I.V. medicaden, and to 
regularly service this equipment; 
4. Provide all medical supplies and consumable items required for 
I.V. therapy; 
5. Provide pharmaceudcais and drugs as ordered by a qualified 
physician to parents within the Facility for whom such orders have 
been* received on a. seven (7) dzys per wedc, twenty-four (2-) 
hcurr per day basis; 
5. Provide appropriate and dmeiy billing, statements to the Facility in 
accord wiui Facility's billing- cycle: and 
7. ?-ovice copies of Superrcr Czsz Pharmacy's r.v. Policy zr.a 
Przzzz-^ Manual. 
i. Notify the Pharmacy promptly a: to the billing status c: each 
patient receiving I.V. services; 
2. Remit payment to the Pharmacy within thL-ry (30) days o: receipt 
of the statement for those patients who are receiving I.V. services 
reimbursable under Medicare A; 
3. Maintain I.V. therapy equipment clean and free from misuse or 
abuse; 
4. Refrain from copying or allowing to be copied any par: of the 
Superior Care Pharmacy I.V. Policy and Procedure Manual. In 
addidon, Facility will return all copies of such I.V. Manual to 
Superior Care Pharmacy in the event this agreement is terminated 
by either parr/ for any reason. Should Facility fail to return any 
of the I.V. Policy and Procedure Manuals, Facility agrees to 
indemnify Superior Care Pharmacy in the amount of ST5.C0 per 
copy; 
5. PAYMENT TERMS: Payment in full shall be made within thirty 
(30) cays from the date of invoice; 
6. EsTZREST ON OVERDUE PAYMENTS: If full payment is not 
received within chirr/ (30) days after the date of deliver/, the 
unpaid balance shall be assessed interes: a: the rate of one percent 
(1 ~c) per mcr.th, or if such rate shall exceed the maximum rate of 
interes: allowed by law, then interes: shall be charged at the 
maximum mie; and 
7. COLLECTION COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES: If dmeiy 
pavment is ncc made and it becomes necessary for Pharmacv to 
hire an anomey to pursue cotlecdon, then the Facility agrees to 
pay aLL costs of ceilecdcn, including ccurr costs and reasonable 
attorney's (Qzzy whether such costs are incurred with or without 
legal action. 
In addidon to the aforemendcned items* botir parties, to this centner agree to the following: 
1. Facility snail dz:^r.d. indemnify, protect 2nd hold harmless. 
4^eS, «: ••••5 <- — / C. • ..« ~ - / *.^*.. c-.y 0 . lw c - — C. 
emissions; 
Superior Cars Pharmacy shall defend, indemnify, protect and hold 
harmless Facility, its 0:fiCz:z, Directors, affiliated organizations, 
employees and agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, damage, loss, cost, claim, and demand whatsoever of 
any kind arising directly or indirectly from actions taken or 
omissions made by Superior Care Pharmacy; 
Pursuant to Section X (V) (1) (I) of Title 42 of the United States 
code, until the expiration of four (-) years after the termination of 
this agreement, Pharmacy shall make available, upon written 
request of the Secretary of the United States Department of Health 
and Human Services, or upon request of the Comptroller General 
of the United States General Accounting Office, or any of their 
duly authorized representatives, a copy of this agreement and SZZ'T. 
books, documents, and records as are necessary to certify the 
nature and extent of the costs of the services provided by Superior 
Care Pharmacy acrivides; 
Pharmacy agrees to comply with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act 
of 196- and ail requirements imposed by or pursuant to the 
regulation of the Department of Health and Human Services 9-5 
C.r.R. Par: SO) issued pursuant to that Title, to the end that no 
person In me United States shzll, en the ground of race, color, 
national origin, or hancicap, be excluded from pardcipaden in, be 
denied of benefits, cr be otherwise subjected to discrimination 
under any program cr activity for which Federal funds are used in 
suppor: of the Pharmacy acrivides; 
Facility grants Superior Care Pharmacy the rights to utilize the 
name of Facility en any client lists submitted by Pharmacy to other 
prospective clients, Superior Care Pharmacy shall also be entitled 
to represent to third parries that they have entered into this 
agreement with Facility and are rendering infusion thenxy services 
at the Facility; 
Neither parr/ heres shall assign this agreement or 2ny of the 
rights or dudes hereunder to any third parry without nrsc obtaining1 
wricen consent of the other parry; 
"-• IT. the ever.: c: ar.v su:- *•--;<.- •-•'<; as——,—. ,:,„_ . .. . 
, J - . . _...— w.-i <i-—...—.., tnere s.-.a. ce 
allowed tc the prevailing parry, tc be induced in ar.v judgement 
recovered, reasonable attorney's fees to be fixed by the c~u~ and 
9
- Zi±e^z^^^^ any time wen the 
(matenai breacnNjy the other parr/ oTlnyTsrmr 
ccneisss-ccssifteid herein, said termination for material breach to 
be effective within thL-ry (30) days upon written notice of such 
termination to the other parry. The_ Pharmacy recuests written 
documentation of the reason(s) for such cancellation. 
T T f ' j 
UG.JZ. 
' " > / 
Valley View Nursing & Rehab 
3y: ^" 
// ?•'/* 2 ^ 
Title: 
Date: 
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EXHIBIT H 
JONES, WALDO, HOLBHOOK & MCDONOUGH 
A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 
ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELORS 
SAL" LAKE CP^ Qrrict 
ISOO ri«ST INTERSTATE PLAZA 
no S O U T M *AiN STREET 
POST o m c f »ox *» • * * * 
SALT LAKE CITY, i;TAM 6*»^S-0^«*^ 
TELEPHONE («©•) S2' -3200 
TAX (SOl)328-OS37 
W A S H I N G T O N . Q.C. O m e c 
SUITE 9 0 0 
2 3 0 0 M ST«EET, N.w. 
WASHINGTON, O.C. 20037-1*30 
TELEPHONE (202) 2 9 0 - S 0 3 0 
FAX ( 2 0 2 ) 2 9 3 * 2 5 0 9 
S~- GEORGE OrriCE 
THE TABERNACLE TOWER BLDG. 
2+9 EAST TABERNACLE 
ST. GEC?»GE, UTAH ©4770-2976 
TELEpHONE (80«) e2B-l©27 
TAX (SOI) ©25-5223 
PWQVO Or COUNSEL QrrtCE 
HILL. HARRISON & NIL-
SUITE 2 0 0 
3319 NORTH UNIVERSITY 
PBOVC, UTAH 6 4 6 0 4 - 4 4 6 4 
TELEPHONE (SOI) 373-OSOO 
FAX (eoi)37s-3aos 
IN REPLY RE^ER TO: 
Salt Lake City 
July 29, 1994 
VIA CERTIFIED MAIL 
Superior Care Pharmacy 
975 Wood Oak Lane 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84117 
Re: Notice of Termination of Vendor Agreements 
Dear Madams and Sirs: 
As legal counsel for Valley View Nursing & Rehabilitation Center located at 4150 
West 3375 South, West Valley, UT ("Valley View"), we have been authorized to prepare and 
send this letter as notification that Valley View does hereby exercise its rights under the 
vendor agreements with Superior Care Pharmacy to terminate said vendor agreements for 
pharmacy, I.V. and other services (except consulting services), subject to thirty (30) days 
written notice. Accordingly, these vendor agreements will be terminate effective September 
1, 1994. 
Should you have any questions regarding 
then undersigned. 
JONES, WALDO 
s notice of termination, please contact 
I 
Sifiperely, 
BROOK & MCDONOUGH 
alker 
93005.2 
EXHIBIT T 
ENTERAL THERAPY SERVICES AGREEMENT 
This agreement becomes effective July 31, 1992 between Superior Care Pharmacy located a: 975 
Wood Oak Lane, Salt Lake City, UT 8-^ 117 (referred to as "Pharmacy") and Valley View 
Nursing and Rehabilitation Center located at 4150 West 3375 South, West Valley, UT, 8-120 
(referred to as "Facility"). 
Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to: 
Provide all enteral products, supplies, and equipment required for 
enteral therapy on a seven (7) days per week, twenty-four (2-) 
hour per day basis; 
Provide the services of a Registered Dietidan (R.D.) for the 
purposes of: a) education and training of staff in enteral nutrition; 
b) assistance in the ongoing monitoring of the enteral patients and 
program within the Facility; and c) providing assistance with 
documentation required for third par^ billing procedures; 
Provide specialized equipment in good and proper working order 
which is necessary for providing enteral therapy and to regularly 
service this equipment: 
Provide appropriate and timely billing statements to the Facility in 
accordance with the Facility's normal billing cycle; 
Provide the option for ail Medicare Part 3 patient bills to be billed 
either to the Facility or directly to the carrier as the Facility 
chooses; and 
Provide copies of Pharmacy's Enteral Poiicy and Procedure 
Manual. 
FACILITY agrees to: 
1. Notify the Pharmacy promptly as :o the billing status of eacn 
ratient recuir.ns -nterai ihcrzov izr.'\czs bom uoon initiation jf 
6. 
1. Rem;: payment tc tne Pnarmacy within thirty (30) cays or receipt 
of statement for those patients who are receiving enteral therapy 
services reimbursable under Medicare Part A, and for enteral 
products, suppiies and equipment billed directiy to the Facility for 
house supply; 
3. Maintain enteral therapy equipment clean and free from misuse or 
abuse; 
4. Refrain from copying, or allowing to be copied, any pan of the 
Superior Care Pharmacy Enteral Policy and Procedure Manual. 
In addition, Facility shall return all copies of such manual to 
Pharmacy in the event this agreement is terminated by either party 
for any reason. Should the Facility fail to return any of the 
manuals provided, Facility agrees to indemnify Pharmacy in the 
amount of S75.00 per copy; 
5. PAYMENT TERMS: Payment in full shall be made within thiny 
(30) days from the date of the invoice; 
6. INTEREST ON OVERDUE PAYMENTS: If full payment is not 
received within thirty (30) days after the date of delivery, the 
unpaid balance shall be assessed interest at the rate of one percent 
(15o) per month, or if such rate shall txcttd the maximum rate of 
Interest allowed by law, then interest shall be charged at the 
maximum rate; and 
7. COLLECTION COSTS AND ATTORNEY'S FEES: If timely 
payment is not mace and it becomes necessary for Pharmacy to 
hire an attorney to oursue collection of oavment, then the Facility 
agrees to pay all costs of collection, including court costs and 
reasonable attorney's :^ts, whether such costs are incurred with or 
without legal action. 
Ln addition to the aforementioned items, both parties to this contract agree to the following; 
1. Facility shall defend, indemnify, protect, and hold harmless, 
Superior Care Pharmacy, its Officers, Directors, affiliated 
organizations, employees and agents, and each of them from any 
and ail liability, obligation, damage, loss, cost, claim, and demand 
whatsoever of any lend or nature, including reasonable attorney's 
:tts. arising directly or indirectly from any of its acts of 
omissions: 
2. Superior Care Pharmacy ir.zil cerenc. :ncemn::y. protect and "xivi 
harmless Facility, its Officers, Directors, affiliated organizations, 
employees and agents, and each of them from any and all liability, 
obligation, carnage, icss, cost, claim, and demand whatsoever of 
any kind or nature, including reasonable attorney's ftts, arising 
directly or indirectly from actions taken or omissions made by 
Superior Care Pharmacy; 
3. Pursuant to Section X (V) (1) (I) of Title 42 of the United States 
code, until the expiration date of four (4) years after the 
termination of this agreement, Superior Care Pharmacy shall make 
available, upon written request of the Secretary of Lhe United 
States Department of Health and Human Ser/ices, or upon request 
of the Comptroller General of the United States General 
Accounting Office, or any of their duly authorized representatives, 
a copy of this agreement and such books, documents, and records 
as are necessary to cerifv Lhe nature and extent of Lhe costs of Lhe 
services provided by Superior Care Pharmacy under this 
agreement; 
4. Superior Care Pharmacy agrees to comolv with Title VI of Lhe 
Civil Rights Act of 1964 and ail requirements imposed by or 
pursuant to the regulation of the Department of Health and Human 
Services 9-5 C.F.R. Par, 80) issued pursuant to that Title, to the 
end that, no person in the United States shall, on Lhe ground of 
race, color, national origin, or handicap, be excluded from 
parricipation in, be denied benefits of, or be otherwise subjected 
to discrimination under any program or activity for which Federal 
funds are used in support of Superior Care Pharmacy's activities; 
5. Facility grants Superior Care Pharmacy the rights to utilize the 
name of Facility on any client lists submitted by Superior Care 
Pharmacy to other prospective clients. Superior Care Pharmacy 
snail also be entitled to represent to third paries that Lhey have 
entered into Lhis agreement with Facility and are rendering enteral 
Lherapy services at Lhe Facility; 
6. NeiLher pary hereto shall assign this agreement or any of the right 
or duties hereunder to any third pary without first obtaining 
written consent of the other party; 
7. Each of the parries hereto shall execute and deliver all documents, 
papers, and instruments necessary to conveniently carry out Lhe 
terms of Lhis agreement; 
3. In the event of any suit under this agreement, there shall be 
allowed to the prevailing parr/, to be induces in any jucgement 
recovered, reason ne conn; and 
Either party cay terminate this agreement at an\ u;nr upon tne 
material breach by be other parry of any term, covenant, condition 
contained herein, said termination for material breach to be 
effective within thirty (30) days upon written notice of such 
termination to Lhe other party. Tne Pharmacy requests written 
documentation of Lhe reason(s) for such cancellation 
Superior C~'e Pharmacv Vallev View Nursir.2 & Rehab 
By: . • XL— 
••U 
-V' / - - V 
a : p ';>/<? 
iitie:. 
Dare: V'/ 
